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CHAPTER I
THE IJATITRE AlH) SCOPE OP THE PROBLEM
1CHAPTERI
THE IIATUR-B AITI) SCOPE OP THB PROBLEJI
BacP-ground of the Problem
Tho obtaining and processing of evaluative information from
recent graduates co,n bo integral functions in a school system*
s
prograTu analysis and planning for change. A staff leader can estab-
lish a carefully planned sequence for gathering data from selected
persons uho have experienced certain educational processes. Pro-
gress touard specific objectives for these processes is thereby
placed under continuous measurement. As a director of guidance for
a comprehensive high school, Bodnarchulc (1968) has found annual fol-
lovr—up surveys to be essential for tho evaluation and improvement of
the curriculima, for encouraging better teaching, and for enhancing
the value and usefulness of tho guidanoe services. Hiller (1967)
has recognised a feedback dimension useful in making those adjustments
which keep a nongraded program flexible and efficient. An evalua-
tive folloir-up can serve this dimension*
Refinements are overdue in the general use of surveys by edu-
cators, however, particxilarly in the use of surveys for important
follow-up and evaluation, V/hilo major advances in methodology
have been achieved in the field of survey research, educational
sociology appears to have missed those developments and applica-
tions. Suchnan (1966) is of tho conviction that evaluation today
suffers not only from a lack of theorotico.l principles but also
2from a lack of those methodolosical and administrative principles
which underlie its objectives. John C. Flanagan, chief investiga-
tor .Lor Project T/iLEHT, a federal longitudinal study of several
thousand high school students throughout the nation, has concluded
that more systematic experimentation must be conducted on the fol-
low-up process itself. This experimentation would in’/olvo randomly
assigning addressees te difierent follow-up procedures. Then, for
example, a comparison could be made of a subsample receiving a re-
minder card or special form of communication with a group not re—
coivang one. Through several such comparisons, Flanagan believes,
eventually the most effective follow-up procedures could bo deter-
mined, There is real danger that evaluative feedback can too easily
be chasracterized by serious distortions unless the effects on rosnon—
dents of the follow-up process itself are isolated and then placed
in the proper perspective.
Rothney and liooren ( 1954) from their research into the follow-
up x^rocess in connection with the Wisconsin Counselling Studies have
draini attention to the ways in which incomplete samples of popula-
tions in follow—up studies can provide biased data. From the separ-
ratc characteristics of early responders they fabricated a composite
person. She would live in an unbroken home in the city, vrould have
been intensively counselled, would have ranlced above the average in
her graduating class and would have scored above the average on in-
telligence tests. She would be roceiviiig advanced education or be
on a white collar job which she found to bo satisfying.
3C[jio challGH2® is clGar» Ilall follow-up survoys of high
school graduates inust be more carefully designod to produce a high
rate of useable response in a manner which is statistically reli-
able in accordance the objectives and purposes outlined* Mail fol-
low—uj) surveys must be logically consistent; they must recognize
the interplay not only of the major variables of the survey process
but also of those variables which reflect the personal character-
istics of both respondents and nonrespondents. Such surveys should
be acceptable in terms of the prevailing level of administrative
efficiency and budgetary limitations.
Statement and Delimitation of the Problem
forms of evaluation, staff personnel usually prod an entire class
of graduates hoping to achieve an ultimate one hundred percent re-
sponse using an open-closed tj^e of questionnaire mailed under a
j!‘ormal, solicitous cover letter appearing over the duplicated sig-
nature of a school official. Responses tend to be taken at face
value. This conventional process often fails to consider critically
neither the several variables associated with communication strate-
gies nor the demographic nature of those being surveyed.
The purpose of this investigation, therefore, presents itself
in the form of two questions: (l) Can an evaluative follow—up survey,
which is mailed to a random sample consisting of t\7enty-fivc percent
of a class of rocent secondary school graduates, provide response
4significantly similar to response obtained from a sirvcy which
attonpto to communicate with all such selected graduates?, and,
(2) Can response to a mail ei'uluative follow-up survey bo Improved
by using personalized communications as compared with the formal
communications of standard survey tociiniques? Combined, the two
questions presented above form the following formal statement of the
problem to bo investigated:
Statement of the Problem
In using a mail follow-up survey to obtain evaluative feedback
from recent alumni who have experienced a secondary school curricu-
lum Innovation, is it feasible in terms of the speed, rate, quantity
and nature ol response, to survey a random sample from each alumni
class consisting of twenty—five percent of its members, using per-
sonalized communication techniques, rather than to survey an entire
alumni class usi’ig standard communication techniques?
Definition of Terms
In order to assist the reader in understanding the terminology
used in the proposed study, the follovring definitions will apply:
evaluative feedback
Those responses, either in the form of check marks to rating
scales or in the form of in;*ito-in comments, which reflect the re-
spondents* evaluations of certaiii aspects of the subject high school
and its over-all programs.
5recor.t alurmi
Those mombors of the Classes of 1966
,
I967, 1968 ojid I969 who
were graduated from the subjoct high school after attending for a
minimum of four years.
speed of rosnonse
Tlie time in days between the dispatch of sur\rey forms and their
arrival in the central school office.
rate of rosponso
Tlie ratio, calculated as a percent, of survey respondents to
survey recipients.
quantity of response
The number of ratings and irrite-in remarks contributed by a
survey respondent,
nature of response
Respondent attitudes exp;i?essed as positive, neutral or nega-
tive scores as calculated from rating scale responses,
demogranhi c characteristics
Those descriptions which classify subjects according to selected
categorios of the survey popula,tion, such as residence zones and in-
dexes of participation in school activities.
attitudes
For the purposes of the present study, this term was accepted
as defined by Osgood, Tannenbaum and Suci ( 1957 )*
"...they (attitudes) are predispositions to respond, but are
distinguished from other such states of readiness in that they pre—
6dispooe toward an evaluativo responso. Thus, attitudes are reforred
to as ’tondencies of approach or avoidance' or as 'favorable or un-
favorable', and so on. This notion is related to another chared view
——that attitudes can bo ascribed to some bipola.r continuum with a
neutral or aero reference point, implying that they ha\^ both direc-
tion and intensity and providing a basis for quantitative indexing
of attituaes. Or to use a somewhat different nomenclature, attitudes
are implicit processes having reciprocally antagonistic properties
and vcjrying in intensity." ( p. I89 )
personalized communication
Modifications of the conventional mimeographed letter to in-
clude a handunc'itten greeting using a graduate's given name, the
handiTritten signature of a school official, and brief remarks hand—
wi'itten after the closing of the letter referring to the addressee
as in the greeting.
Significance of the Problem
The problem under investigation is significant in that it pre-
sents opportunities for measuring responso in an evaluative follow-
up stud;^’’ as the response relates to specific communication procedures
and to selected demographic characteristics of addressees. Through
investigation of the problem, evidence is gathered for or against
specific mailir;g and data collection techniques, together with spe-
cific communication strategies which affect the relationship between
sender and receiver. Hopefully, from the findings of the present
study a model for future evaluativo follow-ups will emerge which
vrill serve specific objectives of the cooT)erating system schol system.
7To tho extent that similarities
system and other school systems
j
may exist beti^een xho cooperating
the model, irith suitable tailoring,
will bo available for general application.
Objectives and H;^'pcth9ses of the Stud^’-
Objocti^'/es
T>ro objectives guided the present study:
1, To compare the response characteristics of addressees
in the Experimental Group with the response characteristics of ad-
dressees in the Standard Group,
2, To examine possible relationships between response
characteristics and deomgraphic characteristics for addressees in
both the Experimental and tho Standard Group.
H.~^nDothese s
As they relate to the specific objectives as stated above, the
following general and specific hypotheses have ordered the study:
General Hypothesis I relating to Objective 1.
Tho response of addressees in the Experimental Group will
differ significantly (p=.05) in speed, rate, quantity and nature
from the response of addressees in the Standard Group.
Specific Hyrothesos
I-A) Addressees in the Experimental Group will re-
spond significantly sooner (p--,05) than addressees in tho Standard
Group
8I—B) AddrGSGGcs in tho ExporlrnGnial Group vrill re-
spond at a significantly higher rate (p=*05) than addressees in the
Standard Group,
I—C) For the Experimental Group j the average numbei'
of responses per respondent irill be significantly greater (p=.05)
than for the Standard Group,
I-B) The Experimental Group uill shou a nature of
response significantly more positive (p=,05) than the nature of re-
sponse shoim by the Standard Group,
General H;^’p>othGsis II relating to Objective 2,
Tliose statistical relationships vrhich may be shoim to
cijrzLCw "bctTrccn ccZ.oc'toi r\ r* r^r^r\ c* >eh
specific measurements of response uill not differ for addressees in
the Exj)orimental Group as compared -with addressees in the Standard
Group,
Limitations of the Study
No study in the social sciences is vrithout its limitations.
The findings of the present study are general izable to the extent
that they are qualified by the foliouing considerations:
1, The subjects of the study, both during and after their
secondoj?y school experience, are influenced by the presence of in-
stitutions of higher learning in their environment. This condition
may create in them an over-sensitivity te various forms of oduca-
9tional research, not the least of vrhich involves surveys. The exact
nature of such an awareness is a matter of pure conjecture, hut not
one which a researcher can disregard,
2. The effect of the personalized conmiunication as measured hy
the present study may have been limited by the fact that many of the
subjects have represented a built-in readiness to respond. The
subjects of the study wore pursuing advanced learning at a rate trell
above the national average, and research has shoim that survey re-
spondents often display a willingness to respond which is positively
correlated with their levels of education. Certainly any influence
which promotes response should display itself more dramatically where
a reluctance to respond is more pronounced.
3. A disproportionate percentage of the subjects of the study
were attending school within the same local area as the central
school office. The effect of mailing delays ordinarily encountered
may have been limited.
4* The selection of the assistant superintendent of schools
as a signer of the survey cover letter may have introduced a limit-
ing independent variable into the study. Yet the selection is defens-
ible as meeting the need for a neutral or low-profile figure free of
negative associations with recent graduates. The present assistant
superintendent has had limited direct contact with students in the
past six years, although a few of the subjects may recall him from
their early Junior high years as a personable gentleman who served
10
as both a teacher and guidance counselor. The comraunity and its
school system, while growing, are still of such size that the assist-
ant superintendent of schools is familiar enough throi:igh school mat-
ters with many of the recent graduates by name, and they vrith him,
even without havir^ had direct personal contact. It is not implaus-
ible that this particular assistant superintendent would greet the
subjects of the study by their given names on survey cover letters
and add short personal subscripts.
CHAPTER II
TIIEORETIC.lL BASE AI'IB RELATED R13SEARCH
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CHAPTER II
' TI-IEORETIC/Jj MSB AlTD RELATED RESE./mCH
The first section of this chapter irill describe the theoretical
baCii^'^ound of tne study a,nd will point to the various works which
provide sound theoretical referents for it. The second section vrill
focus on the eiapirical findings of related research in the area of
mail follow-up studios.
Theoretical Base of the Study
Tlie theoretical base of the study is drawn from several sources.
A broad support of related information has been found in the area of
Ooiiuii Uiixca o j. Oil xOsuax'Oii. i(xi.xxe xei^ i^»u.ppOox oxono cj,x'e vu-j-xu. uai^od on
one survey communicatee, the collective responses of several communi-
catees might tend to normalize around patterns that comr.iunication
research has revealed* Certain findings appropriate to the present
investigation have been drawn from the siijmnaries of communication
research compiled by Berelson and Steiner (I964) and listed bolowo
1. People tend to see and hear communications that are favorable
or congenial to their predispositions. The more interested they are
in the subject, the more likely is such selective attention.
2. The use, and perhaps the effectiveness, of different media
varies with the educational level of the audience. Tlie better edu-
cated are more likely than others to pay attention to sorious com-
munications dealing with aesthetic, moral or educational issues,
3. The audience's perception of the source of a communication
tends to influciico tlic interpretation and acceptance of the mossege.
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4» Tho more directly or activoly tho aAidienco's group identifi-
cations are brought into play, the more those identifications detor-
nine response,
5» The higher a person’s level of intelligence, the more likely
it is ohat he uill acquire information from communications,
6. In real life situations, informal personal appeal has been
consistently found to be more effective than any mass medium of com-
munication.
In the light of tho above findings, it irould folloT/, in tlieory,
that a resea.rchor into tho mail follovr—up process uould expect respon-
dents to represent varying degrees of persuasibility and varying pre-
dispositions to participate in the communications of the survey pro-
cess, Specifically, the researcher uould expect survey response to
be affected by creditibility or prestige of tho educator uhoso sig-
nature appears on the cover letter. If graduates have boon actively
involved in school affairs, have been progressing successfully uithin
the educational system, have scored high on group intelligence tests,
and, if they have been appealed to for evaluations in a personal
manner, the researcher can expect positive survey results.
Suppositions regarding attitudinal sets revealed by respondents
in follou-up studies, or regarding those suggested by the failure of
coTtain subjects to respond, rest on other sociological research sum-
marised bclou, (Borelson and Steiner, 19^4)
1, People hold opinions in harmony uith their group memberships
and identifications.
2c There are differences in opinion that derive from the social
ustrata in which people find themselves or from the social character-
istics that they ha\'o. Region of residence and inmediato locality,
irhothcr urban, suburban or rural, affect the development of opinions.
Class, whether measured by income, occupation, education, inherited
status or some combination thereof, bears strongly on beliefs. Given
consistent support from historical, parental, group and strata char-
acteristics, opinions, attitudes and beliefs are unlikely to change
at all,
Han seeks a reduced physiological tension in the presence of
ambiguity and formlessness; he seeks situations which reduce uncer-
tainty (Berio, 1967). For the present investiga,tor tension and un-
certainty arose from concurrence with Suchraan (1965) that evaluation
in education today suffers from the lack of any systematic analysis
of the principles which underlie it. If the theoretica!) base for
nail follow-up studies is firmly set within the bounds of scienti-
fic comraunication research, the investigator must concern himself
with isolating those facters which do or do not have significant
effect in the anticipated interaction between the source* and the re-
ceiver, the school staff leader and the addressee or graduate.
Sampling theory presents another source of direction for the
present study, which may be regarded as having impertance as a pilot
study into the effectiveness of elementary sampling techniques as
they become integral to practical evaluative follovr—up studies. The
question is whether satisfactory evaluative data can be derived from
appropriate sariples, thus enabling decided reductions in mailing and
processing costs.
In dc!rinii\'^^ "tho bcitjic priiiciplo of Scunplin^j Ilouly (1964)
states that there must he no logical connection between the method
of sampling and the characteristic being sampled. The present in-
vOotigation rests on the theory that response from subjects selected
by using a random number table ca.n approximate the response from a
control group consisting of the non-sample members in the subject
population.
"A pilot stud;^'' can be valuable in saving time and expense, in
uncovering potential soxirces of difficulty, and in providing the
investigating staff with training both in statistical and field
work. Generally that method is boot which gives the greatest degree
of precision per unit of sampling cost, and the pilot study can help
to obtain the value necessary for the derivation of the most effec-
tive
It can be said that a sample is adequate xrhen it is precise
enough to allcw the required confidence to be placed in the dependa-
bility of its results. More specifically, it is adequate xrhen the
standard error permits the bracketing of the population parameter
within a band of precision sufficient to meet the 2?equirements of
the study. From the data derived from the study, theoretical.ly, it
should bo possible to reach convincing conclusions regarding the ade-
quacy of the samples required for' future studies of a similar nature.
In general, whenever the investigator is interested in assessing or
estimating the present state of affairs xrith regard to som.e variable
that changes over time for a largo group of subjects, a sample sur-
vey is the only x^ractical way to got the ansxjer, ” (Houly, 19<^3, p. 18
In conclusion, a discussion of the theoretical base of the
present investigation into the follow-up process must be remindful
of the fact that survo^as must do more than merely uncover data;
they must interpret, synthesize, and integrate those data and point
to implications and interpretations. Glock (1967, p.radi) has
stated that ".o. there are still unresolved methodological issues
both uith respect to data collection and to analysis. There is no
doubt, houever, that survey research is here to stay, and that the
future uill ivitness its expanded use as a means of social inquiry,"
ourvoy research associa,tod with educational institutions will make
illuminating^ contributions if researchers ha\^ the freedom to be
i-rrong, if they prepare themselves psychologically to talve that risk,
and if they are professionally supported in that risk-taking.
Related Research
1"" ?Ti ?+tempt to find research related to the cu’”'^'^’^'^
an abundance of literature was selected for perusal. Tliis research
is presented in a topical sequence as it relates to the hypotheses
established for testing by the study. Some research has been sum-
marized on a more limited basis for its tangential contributions to
the general field.
Selected References Related to the General Field of IJail Survey Research
The Bncyclonedia of Educational Research (196O) recognizes value
in cooperative types of follow-up studios, particularly those local-
ly designed in relation to tlie philosophies and objectives of indi-
vidual schools. Clausen and Ford (l947 ) cite several advantages in
the use of the mail questionnaire technique including economy, the
elimination of intervievrar bias, increased validity through preserved
17
anonymity, lon^jor time for rospondent conoidoration, and, lastly,
tho elimination of expensive call-backs,
mailing teclinic^ues have been found to promote response
to mail surveys. Ferries (l95l) reports positive effects for the
use of a, "deadline", stamped return envelope and successive q.uostion—
naires as an alternative to postal card reminders. In a survey of
the professional and social contributions of Fullbright and Smith-
liundt grantees, the first class mailing 3-^d stamped envelopes uere
more effective than business reply enclosures.
Tlie question arises as to the effect of having respondent's
identify themselves. Rosen (i960 ) in a position which he says is
supported by eight of ten studies he has cited, believes strongly
that identification of respondents in attitude questionnaires is not
likely to result in serious statistical or practical distortion
where the survey is conducted under less than threatening circiun-
stances, Gerberich (1947) in analyzing responses to a question-
naire from 2,876 science students at Michigan State University
found that signature does not affect responses to items, although
Gerberich cautions that his generalization is not to be talcen as
conclusive.
Repeated attempts to elicit survey response using a variety of
strategics all aimed at obtaining the ultimate one hundred percent
response is referred to by researchers as "prodding." Ki-ueger
( 199S) used procedures in follovriipg up the Class of 1955 oi* ^
northern Illinois }iigh school vdiich may bo described in some detail
18
B.H boin£j ropro Gen oCi tivG of an approach nhich Icecpc proddinj^ until
all posGible respondents have been contacted to tho point uhere the
researener sees no point in continuing, Krueger's dave I consisted
of a cover letter uith a reply card listing seven Questions to be
ansuerod briefly (response: 66 of I55). Kave II consisted of a
dittoed le tter j contained niuch the saino rnessagCj and vras accoi?.panied
by tho some post card (response: 3o of the 89 non-respondents).
Wave III consisted of a ininoographed letter uhich stressed tho pur-
pose of the survey and tho fact that anon;>TTiity was featured (re-
sponse: 20 of 51 r.a,iled). Wave IV consisted of an entirely hand—
Trritton letter to each a,ddressee expressing personal interest in
him and malcii'i^^" references to highlights of his particular scliool
experiences (response: 11 of the remaining 31 non-re spondont s,
)
Wave V, the final contact, consisted of personal interviev/s uith
the tuenty graduates vrho failed to respond to the mailings, (it
should be noted in passing that Krueger recommends that American
high schools adopt the practice of continuous and systema.tic fol-
lou-ups of graduates as an excellent uay of evaluating curricular
offerings in terms of their usefulness to graduates.)
Both Slocum and Donald (i960) conclude that survey re-
sponse is maximized irhen efforts are made to establish an image of
the social utility of a survey emphasizing the special contribution
or fulfillment of a personal goal that cooperation with the survey
uill offer.
19
Mouly ( 1963 ) believGc that, donpite its widespread abuse, the
questionnaire can servo a very useful and definite purpose in the
advancernont of education. Ho stressed the urgent need for the im-
provement of quality and for the restriction of its use to situa-
tioUkj for vrhich it is suited and oifers the following criteria for
evaluating a questionnaire;
1. It deals with a significant topic, mahes an important con-
tribution and is worthy of professional participation,
2. It seeks only infoiroation not available elsewhere,
3. It is as brief as the study of the problem vrill allow.
4 . The directions are clear, complete and acceptable,
5 . The questions are objective and relatively free from am-
biguity and other invalidating features,
6. Questions that may embarrass the respondent or place him
on the defensive arc avoided, • '
7» The questions are placed in good psychological order,
0, The questions are so arranged that they can be tabulated
I
and interpreted easily,
Levine (195^) has offered the following guidelines for ques-
tionnaire construction: (l) The design, wording, and logical order
of the questions influence the degree, quality and rate of response.
( 2 ) Positions of questions have an effect, (3) General information
items should bo kept separate from those that seek explicit infor-
mation. ( 4 ) "Proper" answers should not be suggested in any way,
( 5 ) A simple and convenient response system is recommended although
20
write-in ansiTero r.ay be invited as they prove necessary.
Pranzen and Lasarsfold (1945) pointed cut that the imper-
sonality of the nailed questionnaire affords shades of meanings
different from those which nay be obtained from a personal inter-
viei/. The questionnaire pennits more complete and freer responses
to questions about personal matters such as incotie, buying noi-rer,
and unusual activities.
Based on its findings, the Research Division of the Rational
Education Association of the United States (I963, Ilemo I6) has out-
lined some suggestions for planning and executing a follow—up study.
The irhole faculty
,
student body, parents and even others in a com-
munity nay help to define the aims of a study. Above all, the
school must Irniow what purposes it wants a study to serve, foremost
of which TTOuld be the desire to improve the school in keeping with
its specixic oojectives. In theory the school can coll upon people
of all t^'P'-os to carry out a survey 5 however, it must avoid involving
disinterested persons. Costs should bo estimated early and plo.nnod
in accordance vriLth the exact scope of the stud;>% Tlio school should
try to secure a return as close to 100 percent as possible. Tabu-
lations should receive the caroful planning they require, and those
Ijlajining the stud5’- should decide what pomanent record of the facto
will be useful. Urite-in comments can bo tabulated only by a pro-
cess of coding, but a summary of such commoiits should be provided.
Caution must guide the interpretations placed on data. If specula-
tion in a report goes beyond the fa.cts, the difference betircen re-
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portiix-; rjid hjTothecjlzine ohould bo mado oloar. Tao final report
should bo a suide to action. Hmrevor, oinoe conditions aro oon-
stantly char)<ginj it nay bo vri so to repeat the stud^'- or nalco others
for different purposes.
e^lected JRoferencc s Related to Genoral Ih^-^othesis I
Although the reported research has been decidedly limited,
there is some evidence that the various strategies for personaliz-
ing survey communications serve to promote higher rates of return of
mail questionnaires. Printed cover letters bearing greetings with
the recipient personally addressed (Tallent, 1959) and typed letters
tailored to the individual (Plog, 1963) have proved effective.
One of the few deliberate investigations into the effect of
personalizing a follow-up survey was completed by llooren (I954).
Having observed in his wor]c vrith Hothney on a previous follow-up
study that a personal handimritten letter sent to some of the re-
luctant responders had elicited speedy replies, it seemed to llooren
that the use of personalized letters and questionnaires might bring
faster and more complete responses than the usua,l genoral or stand-
ard fon.i letters and questionnaires which are used in most follow-
up studies. Mooren proceeded to conduct a mail questionnaire fol-
low—up survey using his conception of a personalized approach.
Each of Looron's subjects in the general category was sent a
mimeographed letter and a standard questionnaire. Those vhio did not
respond to the initial questionnaire received succeeding genoral
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Ictuors and quostionnairos until ansircrs vrero ol)tained, Diffcront
form letters were devised, but the sar.ie questionnaire vras used in
all of the mailings. A self-addressed, star.ped envelope was en-
closed v/ith each letter.
Jiinilar procedures were used for the personal subjects. On
the initial nailin^^, each person in the personal category received
a personal handirritton letter and a personal questionnaire. Each
J2P.y_gpnal non-respondent received a handvnritten letter on the second
nailing and on each succeeding one until he answered.
Results of this study snowed a, higher (although not statistic-
ally significant) ra,te of return for subjects in the personal cate-
gory across all four nailing waves, jib-70 factors must be considered
vrhen evaluating the results. First of all, every subject of the
stud;)' had participated in repeated counselling sessions ihLth Dr.
Rothney who had signed the cover letters. It seems fair to claim,
therefore, that in \’lew of this personal contact, the general sub-
jects had already been "pro-personalized” in a vray that would cause
them to react positively to correspondence from their "friend", Dr,
Rothney, Secondly, the general subjects had been addressed by
their first names in the salutations of the standard mimeographed
cover letters, /igain, it would seem, there V7as obvious "personal-
ised" treatment of the general subjects who were to serve as con-
trast or control to tho personal group,
llooren had a 45»20 response from tho male subjects to the
first mailing wave and a
^
5^.69 percent response from tho female
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subjects. These uould oe regarded as excellent results from a first
uavo, suggesting that the "personal" factors associated with tho
survey wore of decided significance. Despite the technical flaws
outlined above, the nersonal subjects did show a higher rate of re-
turn in che final tabulations, Porsonal subjects had a final re-
sponse rate of 96. 00 percent compared with 93.61 percent for the
general group.
Selected Heferences Related to General Ilynothesis II
Guest (1964) measured the responses of I408 adults to seven
Guttman-typo attitude scales in 1959, I960 and I96I in three loca-
tions in central Pennsylvania, He concluded that more positive re-
sponse for all areas seems to be characteristic of females, those
persons of high intellect, those living in medium—sisod communities,
and those wage earners in the middle hierarchical occupa,tional
groups,
hallace (1954) malces a strong case for the "multiple replier"
who, he found, reflects a distinct educational bias. Those with
college education proved to be the most cooperative subjects,
Heuss (1943)5 using a two-page questionnaire to follow-up freshmen
at tho State College of llashingtcn, found that 73/^ of the respond-
ents wore in the top half of the class. However, Roues had evidence
that the very superior intellects tended not to bother to respond.
Reuse found, too, that the longer a student's stay in college, tho
bettor are tho chances he will respond to a questionnaire survey.
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ThG Dizo of a student’s former high school was not a factor in his
inclinations to respond. Bur^derf (1969) reports that participants
in the National Iloric Scholarship Pro{-;rain have repeatedly indicated
that it is the ir.oro succossfulj iKorG acliievii'ig) more highly aspir~
ing students who are owr-ropresented in samples where the survey
return is substantially loss than one hundred ncrcent.
Flanagan and Cooley (1964), reporting a one-year follow-up of
tliG ongoing Project TALSlvT, note that respondents have earned better
grades in college than non—respondents. More resioondents tha.n non-
respondents entered a four-year college after high school and more
respondents were likely to stay in college at least during the first
year. Respondents were less likely to be married one year after
high school.
Personality appears not to have a major influence on survey
response. Bonnet and Hill (1964) and Copo(l968), in analysing per-
sonality dimensions of non-respondent college students, found al-
most no statisticc-lly significant differences using varieus measur-
ing scales. Cope did he.ve evidence that those who achieved less
academic success tend to be non-respondents.
After following-up recent graduates of four Wisconsin high
schools, Rothney (1994) reached the follovring conclusions regarding
response characteristics as they relate to the demographic nature
of a-ddressees;
1, Females respond faster than males,
2, High ranking students tend to respond faster than low-
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rankim-j studontc,
3 . Subjects continuing their education after hi^h school re-
spond faster tlian those uho enter employnient,
4 * Graduates eriployed in higher level jobs respond faster
than subjects vrho arc unemployed or who are working at unskilled
jobs,
kothney's conclusions were corroborated by a second follow-up
of those saj7.e subjects as reported by kooren (I954): "Apparently,
then, the intelligence of the subjects did pla,y an important role
in determining the speed of response and even vrillingness to re-
spond at all to mailed ciuestionnaires. Therefore, he who seeks
ansvrors to questionnaires may expect to receive returns faster from
the most intelligent subjects of his sampling and, conversely,
slower returns from his duller subjects. Furthermore, ho will very
likely have more non-responders among the duller subjects than
among the brighter persons. These findings corroborate the find-
ings on the first follow-up study of these subjects," (p.70)
Certain results of Mooren’s studj'- are worth noting. The re-
sponse to the initial mailin^g for subjects who had raaiiced in the
highest quarter of their classes v;as 67 percent, while the rate for
those from the lowest quarter was 33 percent. Of those subjects
who were given the e^q^erimenta]. treatment, i.e., the personalisa-
tion, referred to by Llooren as the "Personal" subjects, 53 percent
responded to the initial mailing. This distinctly high rate com-
pares with a first mailing vravc return of almost 49 percent for the
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’Goneral” subjects, uhich is also distinctly high. Of the subjects
in some training activity (collogo, i^ursing and job apprenticeship)
76 percent responded to the first mailing compared with with 46 per-
cent who entered employment. As stated earlier, Mooren’s study
seems to bear testimony for the benefits resulting- from porson-to-
porson type of communication in contrast to eiiy standard, impersonal
communication.
Selected References Related to Both Genera.1 Ilypotheses
Response Rates
The matter of the rates at which mail questionnaire surveys
are returned must be given careful consideration. IRiile it is gen-
erally agreed that a school should try to reach as many of its
graduates or drop-outs as possible, it is equally important that
staff personnel be aware of the several biases which the final re-
sponse rate, including the 100 percent response, may reflect. De-
scriptions in the literature of responses to mail follow-up surveys
must be road with ca,ution. It is often the case that a follow-up
study begins vrith a series of mailings and ends with efforts at
personal contact either by telephone or direct intervievr in the at-
tem.pt to obtain feedback from as many gra.duates as possible. Vdiore
reference is made to the rate of response to the study it is in
most instances representative of the ultimate effort after all ap-
proaches have been tried.
High rates of return for mail follow-up questionnaire surveys
are not uncommon. Shannon (l94o) found that those reported in the
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~ _-^ducational Research had an average over-all rate of re-
turn of 80 percent o IJonaan (3948) compilod a list of various stud-
ies ;fhich showed the perconta^'os of initial returns to a single
nailed cuostionnaire, Tliese returns ran from a fifteen percont re-
sponse to a first nailing on one study up to a soventy-six percont
response on another study. He reports that the average response to
a first questionnaire appears to vary from forty percont to sixty
poxcent, Hothney (l95/)> using a variety of techniques for succcs—
si-ve prodding which included personal visits, obtained a 100 percent
response in connection vrith his Uisconsin Counselling Study.
In recent years reports of follow-up studies have originated
fron state offices and from universities as well as from local
school systems. VJeaver and Bear (196O) report on an 84 percent re-
turn to a state-vride follovr-up of the I954 Oregon high school grad-
uates, Bodnarchuk (1968) reports that South Brunswick High School
(Ij.J.) has been averaging 95 percent for return over the past five
years to a four-i^age questionnaire sent during the Uo\’ember follow-
ing graduation. The National Education Association (I963) included
references to the following response rates in its research bulletin
devoted to studies of high school graduates: (l) a study at Bowling
Green State University of the ojoinions of the 1950 > 1954 fiud 1958
high school graduates of three Ohio high schools as reported by Pox
and I'/liito, percont response from 269 graduates; (2) a study of
the June 1958 graduating classes of 3^ senior high schools in Loo
A2\golcs one year after graduation, 53 percont from 1,683 graduates;
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(3) a study at I/oodrou ililson Hi^h School in liashin^ton, D. C. of
the Class of I940 ten years later, 65 percent from 482 mcrabors; (4)
a study in Pittsburgh of the I956 graduates from 12 senior high
schools, 69 percent from 2,335 graduates to a mail follow-up ques-
tionnaire sent in the sprir^g following graduation; and (5) a study
at Uhittier Union High School District, California of graduates who
had requested transcripts for college, 69 percent response from 99I
graduates who wore sent a post-ca.rd questionnaire. The United
States Olfice of Education (EPIC, I969) reports a study by the
State of Georgia in which a sample of I850 graduates from through-
out the state. Class of I966, vrere mailed a questionnaire in the
April xollowing graduation, A 5I percent return was recorded.
Attitude lleasureraent and the Semantic Differential
Attitudes may be described as forming themselves into conglom-
erations and strata whicn have both stability and changeability in
time, such that ary respondent at any given moment reflects stable
and shifting: positions in attitudinal space. To say the least, the
successful assessment of attitudes is the eternal challenge of sur-
vey research,
Korliiiger (195^) has foxind that attitudes toward education arc
relatively underdeveloped, nonintegrated, and contradictory. Lay-
men tend tov/ard the traditional outlook on education, Kerlinger
concludes that the critic of educational iDolicics and practices may
be, above all, dependably inconsistent; lie may approve of one idea
or iirctcticG but disapprove of its logical coiiipanion. This state of
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affairs does not facilitate comuni cation and undo-istandii^.
Osgood (1937) shares the viou that attitudos can ho a-scribod
to sone bipolar continuura vrith a neutral or zero rofcrenco point,
implying that they have both direction and intensity and provide a
basis for the quantitative indexing of attitudes. This view pro-
vides a rationa.le for the use of the semantic differential teclinique,
Tlie semantic differential has been evaluated by Kerlinger (I964)
in positive terms. He views the technique as having applicability
to a variety of research problems since it is a sensitive tool for
exploring connotativc meaniiag, an area important in the fields of
psychology and education. Kerlinger (I964) states that the semantic
differential "...has been shoim to be sufficiently reliable and
valid for many research purposes. It is also flexible and rela-
tively easy to adapt to varying research demands, q.uich and econom-
ical to administer and score," (p.578)
Kane (1969) studied the semantic differential factor structure
as it relates with concepts and subjects from education. Ho cau-
tions in his conclusion that it is dangerous to suppose tho,t a scale
has a Icnoim factorial content. Those \:ho use the semantic differen-
tial with educational concepts should perform factor analysis as a
first step in data anal5’’sis.
From the results of one study which were consistent >ri.th Os-
good's main findings, Carter, Ruggels, and Chaffee (1966) concluded
that tho main affective response a person C£m give for an object de-
notes its tota.1 utility for him, that this total utility is, after
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all, vhat an opinion resoarohcr vanto to determino.
/mderson and irnite (1967) conbined for analysis purposes tho
responses of students indicating their perceptions of teacher be-
havior. Oenantic differential scales and the Ihipil Observation
Survey, a 38-iton questionnaire developed by Veldinan and Peck, irere
used to measure the responses, Anderson and Uhite found that tho
throe common semantic differential factors, evaluation, potency
and activity, maintained a general stability across the FOS.
After a stud;;,’’ of students’ attitudes toT'rard instructio2i at
Central Michigan University in four subjects required for gradua-
tion, Sterajjel (l9o 3 ) concluded that such attitudes are too complex
to be handled by only one question. Preferences expressed for one
form of instruction or another do not indicate the full range of
their opinions, leading Stemple to conclude ’that the semantic dif-
ferential, since it explores various facets of the semantic image,
is a useful technique for measuring attitude touard instruction.
In studying attitudes tovrard their university of a represen-
tative sample of students cutting across colleges, classes and both
sexes, Gulo (1966) had success irith a modified semantic differential
scale composed of I66 items over four concepts. Sxliausti’ve factor
analysis, using Kaiser's varimax rotation, produced loadings for
tho adjective pairs and for factors irhich related to the four con-
cepts "Professor", "University Administration", "Student Organisa-
tion" and "Campus Atmosphere,"
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Besponso Validity
Bosides the several sources of distortion associated vrith the
curvey instrument, the survey procedures, and the domociraphic char-
e.cteri sties of addressees, tho researcher will be concerned about
the degree to which tho respondent's responses are valid reflections
of his attitudes and knowledge. In a discussion of the matter of
detecting respondents who "falce" and confuse information on surveys,
Allen (19 ^j6) declares that suspect respondents are less apt to have
a high school diploma or advanced training. Parry (l950) has sug-
gested that invalidity is not inevitable. It he,s causes which can
be found in tho questionnaire
,
in the respondent and, above all, in
the interpretation of the data. He believes that it varies by sub-
jects and sub-groups yet can be measured and analyzed and subjected
to certain pragmatic chocks and controls.
Cahalan (I968 ), in summarizii-ig the Denver Validity Study which
was conducted almost twenty-five years ago, reports that this major
study still remains as the only probability sample survey designed
specifically for tho purpose of measuring against official records
the relative accuracy of responses on a range of questions of fact.
Results of the study would indica.te that on the issue of present
reality rather than past behavior practically all of tho responses
are accurate, Tlic average person appears to be basically honost in
his reports on present status, where tho f^^cts are so unambiguous
that ho must choose between tolling tho truth or a self-recognized
untruth
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Cammary of the Rooearch Literature
A revioy of tho literature relatin;; to mail follou-up surveys
and the various pitfalls and strategies for conducting them might
well be summarized by the follo-!ri.ng quotation from the Encyclo-podia
of Ed^U qnal Rese^ (196O): "Although based upon opinion and
therefore subject to error, folloir-up studies, vrhen carefully
structured and based upon adequate samples, can yield information
of considerable value." Certainly a revieif of the research makes
clear that the researcher into proper follo^r-up procedures is pre-
sented uith a serious challenge to interpret, s^mthesize and inte-
gra.te tlie variety of data he uncovers. The researcher is further
challenged by the need to point out tho implications and interrela—
tionsnips of this data if he is to fulfill the objective of aiding
staff leaders in malcing sound decisions regarding the use of ma,il
folloir—up studies for evaluation purposes.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
C H A P T E R III
PROCIDDURSE
Selection of the Subjects
The subjects of the study irare selected to include those 625
iiialo and female morribers of the four ir;ost recent classes to graduate
from a regional hign school ot medium size* Tlie coLmiunity in which
the school is located has been characterized as follovrs: "...appears
to be a community with a large proportion of parents who have high
formal educational achievement. Sixty-seven percent of the fathers
and 49 percent of the mothers of the saj.iplo population had completed
a minimum of fourteen years of education. This may help to explain
the high percentage of secondary school students following "pre-col-
lege" courses of studj^ (T0.8;o)." (Fredrickson et al, I968, p. 428)
The Class of I966 were seniors when an iniiovative nongraded
program was introduced into the selected high school. Consequently,
the Class of 19^7 had two years of the innovation; the Class of I968
ha,d three years; and the Class of 19^9 had a full four years of the
new program, which, for them represented the noima.l since they had
experienced no con-'/entional high school system. Besides a common
involvement in an experimental course placement system, the subjects
of the study liavc additional homogeneity stenming from the fact that
the present study was limited to only those graduates who had at-
tended the so looted high school for a, full four j'-oars.
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Under the noncrraded arrancouent students hear the major share
of responsibility in assicning themselves into one of six phase
levels for each academic course of stud^^. Phases 4 and 5 are usu-
ally made up of college preparatory students with a Q-phase possi-
ble for students wishing to do independent study. Therefore, a
student may
,
although it is q.uite unlikely/, find himself at five
different phase levels during one marking period, and then may at-
tempt complete re-phasing during the next period as his inclinations
and ca]Dabili ties allovr. Essentially the nongraded program is a flex-
ible arrangement for matching students irith curriculum so as to pro-
mote individualized academic progress.
Pertinent to the present study is the high relationship which
has been noted (Predriclison et al, 1968) betvreen a father's socio-
economic sta,tus and the phase placement of his children. Fifty-two
percent of the students whose fathers were in the top one-third in
socio-economic status were in Phase 4, while only 13 percent of the
children i^itli fathers in the low one-third in socio-economic status
vrcre in Phase 4.
Of importance, also, to the present study, because of its re-
lationship to the attitudes of the selected subjects as reflected
in their survey responses, is the distribution of the subjects by
residence zones. In addition to the students from the community in
v^hich the selected regional high school is located, the school draws
students from three outlying communities distinct in nature frem the
central community. Since students prior to attending the regional
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secondary ocliool cysts . have spent aix years attcndins elementary
schools In their home oorjnnnitios, each uith its ovm board of edu-
cation, tho seleetod subjects of the stud;^ may or nay not have been
without oertail well-established attitudinal sots toward tlieir edu-
cation and their follow students before their secondary school ex-
pericncG began.
Tho number of subjects per class ranges from I47 to 168 and re-
flects tho general upward trend in enrolliacnt throughout the system.
TABLE 1
LISTRIBUTIOB
OP SUBJECTS BY CLASSES
CLASS laiilBEB PERCEITTAGE
1966 147 23.52
1967 148 23.68
I960 168 26.88
1969 162 25.92
TOTALS 625 100.00
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Design of the Study
Variables to Be Tested
Independent Variables
The manipulation of certain independent variables common to
mail follow-up surveys permits that observation of phenomena which
forms the essence of the testinc of hypotheses in the present invest!-
gation,
I-Iaterials
A standard quality of mimeograph paper bearing a typei-rrit—
ten representation of the official school system letter—head iras
used throughout the study for all communication with all subjects.
Standard^ Number 10, commercial—size stamped envelopes were used
throughout the study in order to allow for convenient mailing and
handling of the survey forms.
Postatge
Regular first-class postage of six cents was used to cover
the unit mailing charges and to permit sealing of the envelopes.
Return Envelopes
In view of reports in the literature indicating that return
envelopes provided to addressees serve to promote response, a stand-
ard, No, 10, stamped, commercial envelope was folded twice and in-
cluded in each mailing for the use by a respondent in returning a
survey instrument, Sach of the return envelopes was addressed to
the "School District Office" using duplicated gumraed labels.
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Inasmuch as the present study focused primarily on the relative
effectiveness of personalized and standard forms of evaluative fol-
low-up communication, the precise nature of both strategies is de-
scribed below.
Formal Cover Letter
Addressees in the Standard Group received the formal type
of cover letter which bore the follovring representative characteris-
tics:
1. It was mimeographed on regular &i- x 11 plain white
paper.
2, The format was conventional; the body of the letter vras
balanced on the page, and the formal school system letter-head was
centered at the top,
3* The addressee was greeted as "Dear Graduate."
4« The closing was formal and bore the duplicated signa-
ture of an authority figure, the assistant superintendent of schools,
presented as the person directing the survey. The assistant superin-
tendent was selected as a generally neutral or low-profile authority
figure with regard to secondary school programs. His contact with
the recent graduates on a person-to—person basis was minimal. His
performance was not under direct evaluation by the survey, as was
that of the high school administrators,
5* The body of the letter contained standard phraseology.
It referred to the value and importance of the survey. It appealed
to the graduate's spirit of cooperation. It used the personal
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pronoun »you’*, "your”, or "yourself" eight times in the six sentences.
A representation of the standard cover letter is shoi-m in the
Appendix II,
Personalized Cover Letter
Twenty-five percent of the addressees, those in the Experi-
mental Group, received an informal, "personalized" type of cover
letter. This experimental approach incorporated the following changes
into the formal cover letter as described above
i
1, Instead of being greeted as "Dear Graduate" the addressee
was referred to by his or her given name. Vniere the popular form of
the given name "was used it was kno^m to be appropriate. For example,
Jacqueline became "Jackie" or Christopher became "Chris."
2, In the bottom left corner of the page a brief note was
subscripted which began with the addressee’s name as it appeared in
the greeting. The message "( addressee’s given name) your help Trith
this research will be appreciated greatly. Please accept our thanl>;s
in advance," appeared on the initial cover letter. It was designed
to be a brief, person-to-person stimulus of survey response,
3, The greeting, the signature and the subscript were all
handwritten in ink by the same person,
4, Each cover letter was "personalized" according to the
mailing wave. This matter is discussed under "Personalized Reminder
Kessages" below,
A representation of the personalized form of the standard
cover letter is shovm in Appendix II.
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Formal Reminder I<Iessa;°:e 3
Formal message slips approximately 2-^- x 8-^7 inches in size
were included in the mailings sent to non-respondents in the Stand-
ard Group, These brief, formal messages vrere duplicated' on standard
mimeograph paper using the ditto process. This shift in method of
duplication gave the reminder messages a style of printing distinct
from that of the cover letter. The expectation was that this dis-
"ti^ction would serve to attract the attention of recipients as they
opened the reminder letters# Copies of the three reminder slip mes-
sages used in the study are shoim in Appendix IV,
Personalized Reminder Messages
As in the initia.1 mailing, the standard cover letter was
used for the three reminder mailings. Each of the reminder or prod-
ding vraves had its ovm personalized subscript. Each non-respondent
was again referred to by his given name. The subscripts were brief,
informal and handtTritten,
In view of the fact that the reference to a survey dead-
line is not uncomrr.on and has support from previous research, both
the formal reminder slip message and the personalized subscript mes-
sage for the last reminer. Mailing Wave IV, made reference to the
fact that December 15 had been established as the deadline for the
survey.
Representations of the personalized subscripts used in
the present study are sho-vm in Appendix III,
/
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Siirvoy Instruaonts
in
The over-all design of the
keeping irith criteria for survey
survey instrur.iont uas planned
questionnaires dra-im from a re-
view of the literature.
The survey’- instrument consisted of three sheets of standard
8-h X 11 mimeograph paper duplicated on both sides in blue ini:. The
three sheets were stapled together to appear in the following- se-
quence of pages: Pago 1. ~ Cover Letter; Pago 2. — Personal fata,
relating to current status; Pa^^o 3. — Semantic Differential Scales
for "otudcnt Activities” and "School Administration"; Pago 4.
Semantic Differential Scales for "The Teaching" and "Tlie Ungraded
Program"; Pages 5 and 6. — Rating Scales
y representing selected
features of the ungraded program.
Completion of the survey instrument placed minimal demands on
a responaent's time, wnile maximum completion time depended on the
quanti i/y and quality oi the i-n^itc-in remarks which a respondent was
willing to contribute. Part of the rationale for the use of rating
scales and a checklist was the conwnience the^^ offer the respondent.
Attention vras given to the general a.ppeal and clarity of the
printed format of the instrument. Sufficient space ims allowed
throughout the instrument in order to avoid the negative effect of
crowded coi^y.
kailin”;s
The mailings of the survey instruments proceeded according
to a planned calendar. The nuinber and spacing of the mailings wore
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established irith recognition of the nore common practices referred
to in the lixerature. Since it tras Icnoun that a high percentage of
the subjects of the study v7ore attending college, it became manda-
tory that the subjects be contacted over a span of veeks that did
nou include major vacations, intercessions, or examination periods,
ihe fall of the yea,r seemed most favorable in vLeir of all consider-
ations. (i^or a detailed description of the nailing procedures see
the "kothods" section belou,
)
Dependent Variables
Descriptions of the dependent variables of speed, rate, qua,n—
tity, and nature of response are presented in the "Definitions of
Terms" saci.ion of Cliapter I-
Preparation and Testing of the Survey Instrument
Selection of the Data to be Solicited
In keeping vith the objectives of the present study, survey
response, including the attitude patterns it reflects, was investi-
gated in the light of the selected variables of the survey process.
The focus of the study has been on what the results might suggest
regarding the mail follow-up survey process rather than what the
results suggest a,bout the modus oporandi of the subject high school.
Throe forms of data were solicited as follows: Form I data
which can be described as personal data which details the present
involvements of the respondent including his advanced training and
employment; Form II data vrhic}i consisted of responses to rating
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oC^Igo in the form of sinplo check marks uhich, irhcn summed, indi-
cate the nature of the respondent’s attitudes, and Form III data in
the form of in:*ite-in remarks. All three forms of the daxa permitted
simple tabulation tov^ard obtaining a measure of the quantity of re-
opon^^e, x'orii. II data permitted the qualitative measurement of the
nature of response or respondents’ attitudes. Form I data permitted
an accuiaulation of additional demographic information to supplement
that data obtained from the subjects’ high school records.
The three concepts rated in the stud^r by the semantic differen-
tial, namely, "The Teaching", "The School Administration", and "The
Student Activities" were selected because they form a broad repre-
sentation of the character of a high school as students are apt to
vieu it, and because these three concepts permitted a close parallel
to concepts for which factors u-ero derived in a previous study (Gulo,
1906). TJiese factors were derived by Gulo from a single rating
scale 01 166 items, using polarised adjective pairs suggested by
Osgood, Tannenbaura and Suci ( 1957 ) ? u scale irhich was administered
to six hundred subjects composing a sample of 20 percent of the
total student population at an Eastern university. Furthermore, the
use of the three concepts selected for rating in the present study
gave then additional testing for applicability as evaluative scales
for rCvting high schools in the fashion described.
A fourth concept, "The Ungraded Program," was included for var-
ious reasons. It served as anotiier measure of the nature of re-
sponse ihxich could be converted easily into numerical teriTis. It
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offered a test of tho seraantio differential in that the semantic
differential factors i;hen analyzed could be compared uith the find-
j-n^^s of previous evaluations of a more complex, extensive nature.
It offered a comparison uith tho results obtained by the Likert-
typo scales used in Part II of the survey. Lastly, it offered the
cooperating school system a further evaluation of its ungraded pro-
{jram, uniq.uo in that it represents the hindsight reactions of recent
graduate s
,
Critical Analysis of the hating Scales
(For a detailed evaluation of tho semantic differential see
Osgood, Tannenbaum and Suci (1957, Chapter 4).)
Tlie Bvaluative Factor
"In every instance in uhich a uidely varied sample of con-
cepts has been iised, or the concept variables eliminated as in
forced—choice amoiig the scales, the same three factors have emerged
in roughly the same order of magnitude. A pervasi\n3 ev^aluativc fac—
j^r in human judg'oment regularly appears first and accounts for ai>-
proximatoly naif to three—c^uarters of the extractable variance."
(Osgood, Tannejibaun and Suci, 1957, p.72).
Objectivity
The semantic differential technique offers inv-estigators
complete objectivity. Tuo or more investigators given the saj;ic col-
lection of chcclonarks and the same sot of rules to follou must derive
tho same measurements, and, consequently, the same meanings of con-
cepts and patterns of conceptual structures.
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Roliabili~L.y
The average errors of neasuromont of the semantic dif-
ferential scales are always less than a sin^glo unit (approximately
three quarters of a scale unit) and for evaluative scales average
half a scale unit. According to Osgood, Tannenbaum and Suci,(l957 )
"...test-rotest coefficients ranged from
.
8? to . 93
,
with a moan
r (computed by z-transformation) of
. 91 . Additional reliability
data, which confirm this, wero obtained in onother study," (p. 192 )
A change on a given item greater than two units on the
average scale by the average subject would be expected to occur less
than 5 porcont of the time by chance (or as a result of random errors
of measurement). For all types of items (evaluative, potency and
activity), a difference of more than two scale units can be con-
sidered significant at about the 5 percent level on the grounds that
deviations this large occur only this projjortion of the time i:hen
randomly selected subjects repeat their judgments of randomly se-
lected items.
For the individual subject on test-rotest deviations for
judgments of the same concept a change in factor score of more than
1.00 for the evaluative factor is significant at about the 5 percent
level. For groups of subjects a shift of only about four—tonths of
a scale is significant at the 5 percent level. This degree of sta-
bility holds.
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Vali dity
The correlation of meaourcmontG produced by semantic
differential scales iritli certain external criteria usually relates
to the G^^luative factor. Several high correlations
.rith scores on
standard attitude scales have been reported by Os^jood and other re-
searchers. "The correlation between the semantic differential scores
and the corrospondinc Thurstone scores is significantly greater than
chance ( p.<.01 in each case).... It is apparent, then, that whatever
the Thurstone scales measure, the evaluative! factor of the semantic
differential measures just about as irell. Indeed when the six vali-
dity coefficients are corrected for attentuation, each is raised to
tho order of ,90 or better." ( Osgood, Tamionbaimi and Suci,1957, pp,
193-194) A high ranlc order correlation, according to Osgood, between
a 14^itera Guttman-type scale and a set of semantic differential scales
dealing with agricultural practices was highly significant (rho=,78;
p <.0l).
Osgood deems it reasonable to conclude, considering an ap-
propriate equality of interva,ls between scales as a similar place-
ment of origins across scales, that the scaling proj^erties assumed
with the semantic differential have some basis other than mere a.ssump-
tion. Regarding face validity, the semantic differential scales are
considered to offer high correspondence with results to bo expected
from common sense.
Part II of tho survey instriimont offers a subject of tho
study tho opportunity to evaluate specific matters related to tho
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non^radod program using seven point Likert-type scales. These ele-
TOn scales made possible certain cross-validation calculations con-
paring the scores derived from the Part II scales with those obtained
on the concept, "The Ungraded Program" in the semantic differential
scales section of Part I. Hicks (I967 ), in a comparative validation
of measures of certain attitudes using a multi-trait-multimethod ma-
trix found that the reliabilities of a 6-point Likert-scale (direct
method), a semantic differential with eight scales representing the
evaluative factor, and objective judgments (indirect method) wore
all very high and showed evidence of high convergent and discriminant
validity.
Preparation of the Semantic Differential Scales
With reference to the use of the semantic differential as a
generalized attitude scale, Osgood, Tannenbaum and Suci (1957) state;
"Having defined the meaning of a concept as its allocation to a
point in the multidimensional semantic space, wo then define attitude
toward a concept as the projection of this point onto the evaluative
dimension of that space,.,. To index attitude ire would use sets of
scales which liave high loadings on the evaluative factors, as deter-
mined from our various a,nalytic studios, Tlius, scales like good-bad
,
optimistio-possii;.istic
,
a,nd nogative-nositive should bo used rather
than scales like kind-cruel
,
strong-wealc or be pat t i fu1-W'ly because
the latter would prove loss generally evaluative as the concept be-
ing judeged is varied." (p, 190 )
In addition to their careful analyses of tho work of other re-
searchers Osgood and his associates have done exhaustive factor
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analyco3 of adjective jjairs includir^j DCvcral pairs from Roget's
TOi^ari^ waking use of the Illiao computer in applying the Square
Root I.Iethod. The autliors report that the scales having the purest
loadiA^ on tlie evaluative factor, regardloss of the size of the
loadings, are ^^ood-had (pivot), Outimistic-i^essimistic
, positivo-
ne^qative
, comj)leto—incom'olo to and tinoly-untimelv.
I
*-
oince tliQ suojects in the present study uere asked to evaluate
xacets of their high school, its facilities, its prograEis, and its
staff, the eligibility of certain semantic differential scales, ad-
jective pairs or poles, for rating each facet or "concept" uas based
on tuo considerations: (l) According to previous research ha,d the ad-
Jectit'e pairs rated high on the evaluative factor?, and, (?) Did the
t-udjectivo po,irs seem to ho,ve a suitable semantic relationship uith
the "concept" vrhich they wore expected to rate?
From the studies reported by Osgood, Tannenbattm and Suci (195?)
which included the Thesaurus Study (pe93), the Solomon Study (p.67),
the Itjcker Study (p.69), the Kumata and Schramm Study (p.l8o), in
addition to the factor analyses reported in research by Gulo (I966),
Storapel (1963) and Kane (1969), all of whom had used the semantic
differential with educational concepts, a set of eight adjective
pairs or rating scales was selected for uso in rating each "concept"
presented in Fart I-B of the surv’ey instrument. Each scale, then,
had received some previous testing of its potential for evaluating
vo.rious concepts. Rn.tii'igs for the rating scales solectod for uso in
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Uie preoent study, listed under their roaeeroh sources, are shorn
in the Appendix,
Based on the foregoing considerations a set of rating scales
was selected for use in Part I-B of the survey instrujp.ent. The eight
scales assigned to each concept were arranged, wherever possiblo, so
that like scales were separated. To avoid what Osgood, Tannonbaurn
and Suci (l9b4? p.82) refer to as "position preferences", the scales
representing the sarae factor ("evaluative") irere alternated in polar-
ity direction.
Form II of the graphic scale suggested by Osgood was used. Ac-
cording to this form the term describing the concept to be rated is
centered and capitalised abo\e the related rating scales. Because
of mailing limitations two concepts had to be rated on a page. The
two concepts which related to staff performance, "Teaching" and "The
School AdiTiinistration" were placed on separate pages in order to ef-
fect come interruption of any mind—set xrtiich might prevent oa.ch con-
cept from receiving the uncentaminated focus of the rater. Likevriso,
the two concepts relating to progrems involving student participe,tion,
"T}ie School Activities" a.nd "The Ungraded Program" wore placed on
separate pages. The concepts and semantic differential scales as
they -ire re presented to the recipients are presented as a part of the
sample survey instiairnent in the Appendix,
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Pre~tostin^^ the Survey Instrur.ent
Part I
Previous surveys conducted by the guidance office of the
subject i.ign school indicated that a high percentage of the subjects
of tho study i/ould riost likely bo experiencing advanced schooling,
A survey rej^ort dated October 1, 19^7 shoved that 53 percent of the
Class of 1967 wore enrolled in a four-year college and 23 percent of
the class \totq enrolled in a tvro—year college or specialized school.
In view of these high rates of advanced training, Page One, the
personal information and instructions page, together with four pages
of semantic differential scales for rating ’'School Atmosphere",
"Student Activities", "School Administration", and "Teachirg" and a
page of six semantic differential scales for rating the "Survey In-
strimont" wore submitted for completion to two categories of college
students, Ca,tcgory I consisted of 24 males and I5 females who rep-
resented all four years of the undergraduate body of the state uni-
versity located in the same community as the subject high school,
iJone of these students had attended the subject high school; horaver,
in demographic chara.cteristics they can be considered to be similar
to those several subjects of the present study who had matriculated
at the Sc'une institution, Tho 39 students in Category I were asked to
cooperate individually at the centrally-located student union. Each
student proceeded to complete the preliminary pre-test instrument
working individually from an attached set of instructions.
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Category II of thooe subjocts scloctod for ag,rG~toating of
the instrunent consisted of 12 malos and 9 females who ..-ere enrolled
in an introductory ps;>’chology course at a two-year community college
whicn serves the broad area in which the subject high school is lo-
cated. No subjects of the present study were included in this pre-
testing group. Tliese 21 Category II subjects were surveyed as a
group at uhe start of a regular class session. Their instructor re-
mained out of the classroom and did not interfere with the ad-mini-
stration and monitoring of the pro-tostinc^,
(it is worth noting that the combined ratings obtained from the
two categories of pre-testing subjects represent a set of composite
semantic differential scores from recent high school graduates drairn
from the general geographiciil region in which the subjects of the
present investigation are pursuing their advanced training. The com-
bined ratings when compared with those of the subject high school
offer educators an interesting set of comparative statistics from
which to dravr conclusions,
)
The evaluative ratings of the pre-test instrument are shoim in
the table below. The semantic differential is scored on a seven-
point scale from +3 to -3 with 0,000 as a neutral rating.
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TAI3L3 2
EV/iLUATIOK 0? HIS PHELEini/ulY 3U1W31 IlISTRUI.'iHlJT
Characteristics Composite Ro,ting
1. HISTRUCTICITS
( Clear-Confusing) + 1.56
2. Ai:SUSH SPACE ^
(Enough-1Jot-Gnough
)
+ 2.40
3. THIS PEQUIPED
(Piight-Prong) +1.38
4. HE/oHABILITY
(Good-Bad) +1.97
5. IL^TIIJG SC.'iLES
(Suitable-Unsuitable) +0.98
r
e vES—i‘JjL QUxJjITY
(High-Low) +0.89
Mean Score (all subjects): +1.56
VJhon tliG ratin^jG of the pro-teot subjectc are examined accord-
ing "to type of inctitution and by sex, distinct differences in rat—
in^js appcG,r, Shoiai belon are various ratiiijs according: to sub-cate-
gories of subjects which emerged from the pre-testing of the prelim-
inary survey instrument.
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TABLE 3 ,
I'lEMI EVALUATIVE IL\TILGo ACCOHLILG TO
CATIDGORLES OP PRE-TEST SUBJECTS
Co,tO;3:ories nnd Cono^^pts Hean Scores
“School A'tmocphore” ("good-bad" scale only)
Pour-voar collOi^e
Hales
+ .56
Females
+ .07
Community College
Hales
+ .75
Females
+ 1.89
Combined Subjects + .89
“Hating Scales" ("Suitable-unsuitable" scale only)
Four-year college
Hales +,64
Females + 1.07
Community College
Halos +1.50
Poraalos + 1,00
Combined Subjects + .98
"Over-all Quality" ("high-low" scale only)
Four-year college
Hales + .68
Females + .33
Community College
Halos +1,66
Females +1,62
Combined Subjects + ,91
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HesultG of
-the pro-tostinc? reveal that the composite ratiA- of
the six scales used in rating the preliminary survey instrument uas
+1.56. This mean rating compares favorably uith the ratin,- on the
good-bad" scale of the "School Atmosphere" concept of +.89 and even
more favorably uith the over-all score reflecting over-all attitude
toward high school which was only +.46.
In their evaluations of the preliminary survey instnrnent the
students, through the moan scores for the component scales, indicated
that although they were sufficiently positive or favorable in their
attitudes toward "Instructions" (+I.56), "Ansirer Space" (+2.40),
"Time Required" (+1.38) and "Readability ( + 1.97) they had some mis-
givings about the "Rating Scales" (+.98) and the "Overall Quality"
( + .89). The discrepancies seemied to indicate some dissatisfaction
with surveys in general, particularly with the use of the semantic
difxcrential rating scales. Rrite—in remarks on some of the surveys
suggested that the use of neutral scales, for example, "straight-
curved
,
wet—dry" and "fast—slow" was a source of some irritation.
The remarks quesuioned the relevancy of these scales to the evalua-
tion. Kjome students took some of these neutral pa,irs to have mean-
ing according to their slang- co:inotations, which might crqplain wliy
the neutral scales tended not to have means close to or at 0.00 as
i7as oxj)octed.
The four-year college students, both the males and the females,
regarded the ra.ting scales and the over-all instrument less positively
than the community college students. Their attitude toward the in-
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sorunent i.-as in toeping uith a eenorally loss positive attitude than
tho com.mnit;.- oolloge students toward their forraer high schools.
To suLcarise tha pre-tosting of Fart I of the prelin.inary sur-
vey instrus,ent, it was found that, for nost of the oharaoteristios
rated, tho survey instrunont was favorably regarded. However, tho
rating scales irore rated distinctly less positively and hence could
be examined carefully for possible revision.
Difxcrences in attitudes prevailed betueen four-year colle.qo
students and cormmunity colle^-e students, differences uhich might be
explained to some extent by tho fact that the latter uere in a class-
room-group situation uhen they uore reacting to the survey instrument.
In this situation thoy may have reflected the "leniency effect" uhich
has been identified by soip.e survey researchers (Gatouood and Hinrichs,
1967), although where the surveys are not identified, as was the case,
this effect is lessened (Bartlett and Sharon, I969)
.
Part II
Part II of the preliminary survey instrument related to
specific features of the imiovative nongraded program and, therefore,
was pretested using as subjects students currently attending the sub-
ject high school, since they wore the only persons other than the
subjects of the study who had faniiliarity with the special program.
The tv/enty students who cooperated in this pre-testing session vrere
mixed in phase levels, in sex, and in age. Tliey wore presented the
survey instruments at tho start of a double period of social studies
while their regular classroom instructor and liis aide wore present.
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This proliminary version of Port II oonsistod of t«o pagos on
Phioh wore listed twenty-sovon items aimed at provoking brief mit-
ten opinions of tho program. This approach failed to elicit a suf-
fioiont nuraber of useful remarks, particularly from students in loner
phases. Purther7r.oro
,
tho items malcing up tho second page drev a de-
cidedly limited response uhich seemed to indicate a decided veariness
tonord responding among tho students, ijhile the items included in
this initial Part II uero oonprehonsive in scope, it was concluded
that thoir acceptability in an open-ended response format was loss
than satisfactory.
By coLjbinin<g: those items which drew above-average response on
the preliminary Part II with appropriate items selected from a pre-
vious evaluation of the nonjraded pro^';rairi (Fredrickson ejt ad, I967)
a second preliminary version of Part II was dosisned usin^ a se^^n-
point scale arrangement whereby subjects rated from "excellont" to
"poor" each item listed as a descriptive word of phrase.
This second arrangement of scales, supplemented by an alternate-
choice scale for rating eight parts of the over-all school as they
related to tlie ungraded program, iras administered to twenty students
comprising one section of social studios similar to the previous
pre-test grouj; at tho subject high school.
The second version of the preliminary Part II, a forced-choice,
Likert—type arrangement with seven scale intervals and space for ad-
ditional in?ite-in remarks, proved more successful than the first ver-
sion, an open—ended arrangenont calling for ’.irite—in remarks to sug—
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Bopted topics. Dcspit. the fc^ot that the etudente ,«re reacting, to
tho ratin.g soaloe in a clasaroon aituation which would suggest auto-
r.atically that there ,rere other matters awaiting their attention,
only four students did not eomnlete all items. Tiro of tho four
omitted only one of tho eight Section B scales; one omitted seven of
the Section B scales; and one Phase 5 student chose not to ansiror
three of the Section A scales and all eight of the Section B scales
yet managed to add two write-in remarks. Tirelve of the twenty stu-
dents, representing all four phases, chose to contribute OTite-in
remarks; one added ten remarks, another eleven. Several of the
write-in ooimnonts deserved the careful consideration of staff per-
sonnel. The second version of Fart II was incorporated into the
final survey instrument icitli minor format changes. This decision
mot with the approval of the school administrators. A broajidovm of
tho nature of response to the second version of the preliminary
Part II is slio'SJTi in th© tabl© bDlow.
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T/JBLE 4
types op RESPOIJSS to the SBCOtro VERSION OP THE
PRELIHINARY PART II OP THE SUIiVEY INS'IRUI.IEI'IT
Phase Levels of
Phase
Tiro
Subjects
Phase
Throe
Phase
Pour
Phase
Pive
Section A
Forms Complete (n) 5 7 6 1
Perms Incomplete (n) 0 0 0 1
Section B
Penns Complete (n) 5 6 4 0
Perms Incomplete (n) 0 1 2 2
X ^ T ^
X V-> UCvO. Ou.
Nrite-in Remarks 7 14 41 2
Refining the Survey Instrument
The finalized version of the survey instrument reflected the
follo>ring refinements:
1
. Neutral sem.antic differential scales vrere eliminated,
2 , The mailing weight of a survey instrument, a return en-
velope, and a reminder slip vras brought i^ithin the limitation set
for first-class postage (60) by presenting the four sots of seman-
tic differential scales on one sheet of paper,
3 * I'lore uritin<!;j spa.ee was made available in the personal in-
formation sootion of Part I,
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4. Tne phraseology of the instructions was clarified,
Tlic final version of the survey instrunent received tho an-
proval of those adiainistrators responsible for the operation of
the subject high school.
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Llothods
Selection of the Sample
According to elementary sampling theory, for large values of
N ( 1J> 30 ) the sampling distribution of means is approximately a nor-
mal distribution uith/^^and standard deviation‘s irrespective of the
population if the population mean and variance are finite and the
population size is at least twice the sample size. Therefore, since
the smallest number of eligible graduates in any class was I47, it
was necessaiTv^ to sajiple 25 percent of the class to assure a sample
that contained more than 30 respondents, allowing for a maximum of
6 subjects who would bo properly eliminated from the data as non-
recipients of the survey for various reasons.
Each graduate received an identification number according to
the position of his permanent record card in the class file. For
the most part this order was alphabetical. As their identification
numbers by class miatched tliose listed in secpienco in a random num-
bers tablo prepared by the IlAl'TI) Corporation, subjects ifcre assigned
00 the bxporimental Group up to the total which represented 25 per-
cent of the total number of subjects in each class.
Adequacy of the Sample
A statistical examination of the adequacy of the sample was es-
sential to the testing of the hypotheses of the present study, fid
a twenty-five percent random sample reflect tlie proportions of all
subjects in the categories of demographic data? The ansvrer to this
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iiiipor'tcin't piiostioii was arrivGd at by a statistical check ( Chi-square)
of the actual frequencies engendered by the random sample process
a/^ainst the theoretical frequencies or exi^ected frequencies as de-
termined from the row percentages calculated from the number of com.
bined experimental and standard subjects. For no category of the
demographic data was thoro a significant difference from the ex-
pected for the frequencies engendered. A sample size (f) of 25 per-
cent proved more than adequate in giving representation to each of
the independent variables, such as fathers' occupational levels,
residence zones, and phase levels.
Subjects by Classes
Subjects of the study were dravm from the Classes of I966,
19C7, 196«, 1969. Only those subjects who attended the selected high
school for four complete years were included in the study. A distri-
bution of the subjects by aliunni classes is shoim in the table below.
T.iBLS 5
DISTRIBUTION 0? SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO ilLbTJTI CLASSES
Classes Experimental Standard Total Percent
1966 37 118 147 23.52
1967 37 111 148 23.68
1968 42 126 168 26.88
1969 40 122 162 25.92
156 469 625 loo.oo;^
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Sub.iocts by Sex
The distribution of subjects hy sex reflects the likeli-
hood that more females drop from hi^^h school than do males. The
numbers of females ^ras distinctly less than the nur.iber of maloso
TABLE 6
BISTRIBUTIOU OP SUBJECTS
ACCOHDffiG TO SEX AIQ CLASS
Clasi
1966
s
1967 1968 1969 Total
Males
Experimental Group 16 24 23 20 83
Standard Group 50 62 75 67 254
Females
Experimental Group 21 13 19 20 73
Standard Group 60 49 51 55 215
147 148 168 162 625
Mailin(:;js
The mailing procedures used in the pro sent study \TOTQ e
tially those vrhicli have come into g-onoral a,ccoptanco as basic to
mail folloir-up surveys, A planned sequence of mailin^q's (waves) un-
folds by calendar until further involvement of time, effort and ex-
pense prohibit any practical straining; for a one huiadred percent
re sponse
Ho attoEpt was mixes to aooortain the most rooont addreaseo for
any oubjeotr. of the study. By using addresses available on school
An on
records tho usefulnoss of those records iras tested.
plem of evaluati^'o mail follon-up requires that the addresses shoim
on the school records bo updated periodically,
I.iailin^s were delivered to the Central Post Office at the same
time of day, noon, on the same day of the ireok, Friday. As each
survey was received in tho Central School Office it was dated.
Ifevo I (October 17 )
Each subject, whether ho was in the Experimental or Stand-
ard Group, was mailed a cover letter, a survey instrument, and a
stajiixied return onvoloro.
'dave II (iJovembor 2)
All non—respondents were mailed a second cover letter, a
second instrument, and another sta.mped return envelope. Standard
subjects received Reminder Slip 1,, vrhile the experimental subjects
received a second personalized note on the cover letter.
17avo III (llovcmber I4)
All remaining non-respondents wore mailed a third survey
instrument u*ith return stair.pod envelope enclosed. Standard subjects
received a second reminder slip bearing a different message from tho
first. Experimental subjects received a thii-d personalized note ap-
propriate to the mailing.
Have IV (December 2 )
A finr.l nailins
-,jas sent to non-respondonts. It contained
another surrey instru,„ent, another stamped return envelope, a third
reminder slip for the standard subjects and a final personalised
"last ohance" note to those experimental subjects uhe had failed to
respond.
An analysis paradi^-m of the communications strategies used in
the study is shoim bolou.
PIGURS 1
OUIDHJE OP COta.lUlJICATIOII STILiTEGIES
Group Classes Have
Hailing Po
I Have II
riods
Have III Have IV
Experi- •66 ’ 67 PCL PRCL^ PRCL^
mental
•68 '69 31
1
SI
2
SI
PRCL^
SI
Stand- •66 •67 SCL SCL SCL SCL
ard
•68 •69 SI SI SI SI
SR^
"^2 SR^
Legend ;
PCL — Personalized Cover Letter
Subscripts — Subsequent reminders appropriate to the mailing
wave
PRCL Personalized Reminder Letter
^^1 — Survey Instrument
SCL - Standard Cover Letter
SR — Standard Reminder, a special note attached to SCL
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Summary of the Hothods
An initial mailing of the survey instrument and self-addressed,
staji^pcd envelope was sent to those members of the four most recent
classes to ^raduato from the subject high school following four com-
plete years of attendance. A standard approach was applied to 469
subjects and a special personalized approach was applied to I56 ex-
perimental subjects selected at random from the subject population,
such that twonty-fivc percent of each alumni class was included in
the Experimental Group.
^flireo prodding waves wore sent to remaining non-respondents in
each group according to a pre-established mailing calendar. Gommun-
ic.ation strategies included special reminder slips for the standard
subjects and special personalization messages for the experimental
subjects.
(it should be noted again that no efforts wore made to obtain
addresses of survey recipients other than those available on the
school permanent record cards.)
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Collection, lleasuroment, and Analysis of Data
Col loot ion
DoKographic Data
TliG deiuO£;raphic data pertinont to the present study uas col-
lected from subjects* permanent record cards and consisted of home
addresses, fathers’ occupations, most recent scores on the Otis In-
telligence Test (Group)
,
average phases as seniors, and school ac-
tivities records. Descriptions of the subjects' involvement in
school activities were obtained from class yearbooks kept on file
in the yearbook staff office.
For statistical purposes significa.nt to the present study ar-
bitrary ca,tcgories ircre established for each typo of domoararhic
data according to the actual distributions of the data. De scrips
tions, aerivations and tabulations of the demographic data are givcii
be 1 017 ,
Residence Zones
Considered as one area, the four communities in which the sub-
jects of the study made their hom.es while attending high school rep^-
resent four kinds of residence zones, the central, the central-sub-
urban, and the rural-suburban, Rith almost no industry, a few dairy
farms, and a few small market farms, t;ie area is predominantly resi-
dential except for the central institutions of higher education.
Subjects were assigned initially to nine residence zones accord-
ing to their home addresses. Careful exanination of the tabulations
a,nd cross-tabulations of residence data suggested more meaningful
6?
zonxriQ inth the result that the subjects were assigned to five zones
instead of nine.
Zone I is a rural-suburban area intermediate between the
central district and the satellite communities. It is characterised
by middle-value residences of mixed a^e. Certain sections contain
clusters of retail stores, small farms and orchards.
Zone II is characterized by more recent residential de-
velopments interwoven with older residences in the upper middle
price ran,^c. Tlie zone is conti^ous with the campus of a small
college. Open acerage is no longer used for agriculture.
Zone III embraces a centra-l—suburban and suburbo.n area
consisting of ne-w and recent residential development which has man-
aged to avoid the consistency in style of many modern subdivisions.
Zone IV includes the older central business area of the
conmuni uy and is characterized by pleasant shops, by residences
mixed in age and architecture including some tenement building-s,
and by several old private mansions many of which have been con-
verted into rental property.
Zone V is generally rural-suburban. For the most part it
manifests the older, less-sophisticated, outlying sub-culture of the
area. Residents represent an interesting mixture of working people
and professionals who seek the plea.sures of country-living.
Residence zones aro fluid in nature. They were included in the
study for exploratory purposes and were not meant to represent
definitive variables
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TABLE 7
BI3THIBUTI0L OP 3UBJECT3
BY RESIDENCE ZONES
Zones
Experi-
mental Standard Total
Per-
centege
I 17 72 89 14.2
II 38 84 122 19.5
III 27 83 110 17.6
IV 41 113 154 24.8
V 33 117 150 23.9
156 469 625 100.0
Chi—square = 3.84 NS; p=.05; df=4
Fathers' Occupational Levels
Data relating to fathers' occupational levels uas gathered
according to a two-digit classification system based on a matrix de-
veloped by Anne Roe entitled "Ihro-Nay Classification of Occupations."
(Se© Appendix.) Tlic tens digit of a category number refers to the
level of occu]pation. Level 1 represents those occupations which
generally attract tno most social prestige and remuneration*
The orientation of the subjects' fathers toward tho professional
occupations associated v;ith higher education is reflected by the fact
that a higher percentage of fathers vrcre employed at Level 1 (22.7
percent) than vrore OEiployed at tho two loirest levels combined (20.0
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poroont). Purther,»ore, ainoot 59 poroont of the fathers' oocppe-
tion.. irero in the top three levels oonparod with 41 percent in the
bottom three levolo.
TA5LS §
DISTHIBUTIOIJ OB SUBJBCTd ACCORBIilG TO TH'pOCCUPATIOilUi LIDVELS OP THSin FA'THERS OH GUMDIAIT3
Levels Experimental Standard Total Percent
1 35 107 142 22.7)^
2 25 69 94 15.1
3 32 100 132 21.1
4 29 103 132 21,1
5 21 62 83 13.3
6 14 28 42 6.7
156 469 625 100. o;j
Chi-squaro = 2,l6 1J3; p=.05j df-5
In Roe's two-way classification table, Coliuan VII is for occu-
pations of a scientific and c-eneral cultural nature. Level I of the
table includes research scientists, university and colle^je faculties
and scholars. Fathers of 136 subjects, 21.? percent of the total,
wero in Classiiication I7 occupations*
Caue^^ory IV of Roe's table includes occupations associated with
technology* Level 4 of Colujun IV includes the building tradesmen,
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foronen and mechanics. Fathers of 80 subjocts, 12.8 percont, wcro
in Classification 44 ,
Combinod, classifications 44 and I 7 total 216 subjects, 34 por-
cont of tho total number. This total reflects the tuo major occupa-
tional divisions at the two institutions of learning, namely, in-
struction-research and maintenance. Classification 44 would also
include a considorablc number of fathers who have been employed in
the recent building expansion program at both schools.
Otis Intelligence Test (Group) Score
Tho most recent Otis Intelligence Test (Group) scores for
the subjects of the study wer collected from the permanent record
cards, uliore the average high school seniors in America mi,q:ht be ex-
pected to show an Otis score of approximately I05
,
the subjects of
the study had an average or mman score of 112,67. A score of 100 is
coiisidered to oe the mid—point of the cur\^ of normal distribution
for in cel3.igcnco i/cst scores. Hov/over, 27,7 percont of the subjects
vrcre represented by the range from IO6-II5 compared with 30,7 per-
cent by the range from 96-IO5 ,
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TABLE 9
DI 3TBIBUTI0B OP SUBJL'CTB
ACCOIQIBG to 0TI3 I.Q. TEST SCOBES
Levels Ex-perimental Sta.ndard Total Percent
to 94 15 37 52 8.4^
95-104 26 73 99 15.84
105-114 53 139 192 30.72
115-124 38 135 173 27.68
125-134 21 75 96 15.36
135+ 3 10 13 2.08
156 469 625 100.0;'
Lean = 112
,.67
Chi-square = 3,45 ITS; p=
. 05 ; df-5
Student Activitios Index
The do£;ree of a subject’s involvement in the variety of
school activities uas indicated by a Student Activities Index, An
index point v;as made equal to one year of involvement in a school
activity, i.o., club, team, honor society, or for special effort
leading to an annual av^ard. An additional point was assigned for a
year's service in a leadership role.
From the distribution of subjects of the study according to
tho thrcG categories established to represent degree of involvement
in schoel activities it appears that almost one out of every three
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subjGctD involwd theraaclves in school activities to an extont
amountine- to four years of rienborship in one club. Almost three
out of every four subjects limited thomsolvos to no more than the
equivalent of three activities for each of their four years in high
school. One fourth of the subjects uero highly active and partici-
pated in the equivalent of at least four activities for four years,
or three activities uith leadership roles for four years. The moan
activity index is 11.25 imich, for example, would be the equivalent
of varsity membership in t’>;o sports for four years with captaincy
of each for two years.
T;iBLE 10
DISThlLUTIOlT OP SUJBJECT3
BY 3TUBSIJT ACTP/ITIES ILTOLIESIIEIIT
Lovols Experimental Standard Total Percent
Lovr (0-4) 47 137 184 29.4
lledium (5-15) 67 206 273 43.6
High (16-50) 42 126 168 27.0
156 469 625 100.
Chi-square =
.035 ITS 5 p= ,05j df-2
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Avorcy^e Phase Lovol As A SonioT-
A none-raded procraia of otudieo is often dosoribed as a
continuous pro^ross pro^raia. A student progresses at his ovm rate
according to his inclinations and capacities. A gifted student of
mathematics might find himself, in his ninth year of schooling,
studying introductory calculus trith tifolfth grade students for the
most part, with some eleventh graders, and with some tenth graders.
It IS more common than not that a student will be in more than one
phase during.; any marking period. Consequently, for the purposes of
the analysis of the data, average phase categories were established
to Identify those students who were mixed in their phasesc For ex-
ample, if, as a senior, a graduate had half or approximately half
of ms studios in Phase 3 and half or approximately half in Phase
4, he was assigned an "average phase" of 3 , 5 .
Phase
1
2
3
4
PIGUPE 2
PHASE LEVEL DESCPIPTI01T3
Doscrirtion
Special assistance required
Basic skills emphasized
Average acliievement rocegnized
Exploration in depth
Superior achievement and motivation5
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Although Phase 3 work i
dernic ability^ sli^jhtly moro
G planned for students
than 50 percent of the
of average aca-
subjocts uere
phased at an average level above Phase 3,
cent at an avora^je Phase 3 level. Only an
of the subjects irore uorkin6^ at an avera^-e
compared with the 32 per-
approximate 18 percent
phase level below Phase 3
TABLE 11
Bir3TRIBUTI01I OP SUBJECTS
BY AVERAGE PHASE AS SENIORS
Average
Phase Level Experimental Standard Total Percent
2.0 or below 13 30 43 6.88p
2.5 17 50 67 10.72
3.0 56 145 201 32.16
3.5 22 07 109 17.44
4.0 35 105 140 22.40
4.5 o^nd above 13 52 65 10.40
156 469 625 100. OOp
Chi-square = 3.45 NS; p=.05 ; df-5
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PesponsG Data
I (-0 of tho T„
strurnent —
rrovioua researchers have noted differences in responso
between addressees Involved in advance stud,- and those uho have cone
directly fron secondary school into full-timo enploynont. Part 1
(A) Of the survey instrument provided space in uhioh a respondent
could present information regardinc his employment and education.
Present Full-time 13i?.ployraent
Data relating to tj^ies of prosent employment was ool-
looted according to Roo's table, "Two-!fay Olassifioation of Oooupa-
tions", (see Appendix.)
jidvanceu Education
Data regarding full-time attendance in institutions
of learning was coded for data processing according to the following
classifications: nurses* training- (ll), two-year business college
(12), technical or trade school (two-year) (13), junior or community
college ( 14 ), four-year college (I5), state university located in
the community where the subjects attended high school (16), post-
graduate 3tud>/ at the subject high school (17), and post-graduate
study at a private secondary school (18).
ocales;
—
Part I (_B) of the Survey Instrument
Tho addressee was asked to reflect his attitudes toward
four "conooptD" related to hie high school experience, nomoly,
Echool Activities'*. "Tlie Echoo] Administration'*, "The Teaching",
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a:id "Tlio Utigrodod Prosran." Eight rating scales, each divided into
Eleven intervals of equal vridth, uere listed under each ••oonoept.-'
Directions to the addressees iiero in keeping with those rooonmiondod
by Osgood for use with semantic differential scales, (See Sample of
Survey Instrument in Appendix.)
Each of the seven scale intervals bore a value extending from
+3 at the
-positive" polo through 0 for the neutral interval to -3
at the "negative" polo. In the processing of the responses to the
semantic differential scales each interval checked uas transformed
into its numerical value for recording on the approprici.te IBH card.
Spglos; Part II of the Survey Instrument
mloven prepositional phrases relating to aspects of the
ungraded program were submitted in Section A of Part II for rating
on a seven-point, Lilcert-type scale. On the assumption that the se-
lected descriptivos represented equal separation by degrees of com-
parison, the seven intervals uere assigned values from +3 to —3
through a neucral (O) interval similar to the semantic differential
scales. This choice of intervals offered an inviting opportunity
for comparison of scores between the semantic differential and Lik-
ert-typo scales.
Section B of Part IT offered addressees the opportunity to make
simple ratings of eight facets of the school ranging from "Student
Privileges" to "Shops and Labs" using an alternate-choice arrange-
ment with the choices to the question "How well are tho folloiring
serving the ( School ) Ungraded Program?" labeled "Well enough" or
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'^Heeds improving.- By including "Student Activities," "The
Gtration" and "The Teachers" in Section B, comparisons with
respondin^^ "concepts" used in Part I (b) vrore invited.
Urite-in Penarks ; Part II of the Survey Instrument
Admini-
the cor—
-iach addressee was offered the opportunity to enter brief
TOitten remarks either elaborating on his scale responses or substi-
tuting for them. Several respondents nancged to submit irrite-in re-
marks to tlie extent that additional pages of commentary were returned
with the instruments.
Hoasuroment
Tabulations and Cross-tabulations of Demographic Data
After the raw demographic data for all subco'-ts and re-
spondents was taken from school records and from Part I (Present
Status) of the returned surveys, the data was key-punched for pro-
cessing through the CDC-3600 computer and the supplementary data
processing equipment in the Research Computing Center at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts.
Tabulations and cross—tabulations of demographic data as they
relate to the objectives of the study are shoini in tables which ap-
pear under "Appropriate Tables" in the Analysis of Data section be-
low.
Determination of Response Characteristics
Sneed of Resnonse
The speed with iriiich surveys nrc returned was measured
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in days and in
-waves* The four inailin^ viavQ
teen days in loiistli, each allo-i-red sufficient
s, approximately four-
timo for a first-class
raailirvi to reach the addre sseo and ho re
-burned to the Central School
Office, including the forvnardin,^ time from the subject's permanent
address to his temporary address, more necessary than not since so
many subjects
-were living away from homo while attending college*
These mailing conditions, together with the fact that each mailii:g
wave reflected a variation in communication strategy, made it more
meaningful to relate each respondent to the iravQ in which he re-
sponded rather than to the elapsed time in days betv;een the mailing
and receipt of his survey instrument,
Rato of Rcs-conse
lor the se-veral categories of subjects and respondents in-
cludea in tne testing of hypotheses, the rate of resjijonse was meas—
uiod as a percentage calculated from the ratio of the n-umber of sub-
jects in any category who responded to the nui^ber of sur-vey recipients
in the category*
Quantity of Res-ponse
In measuring quantity of response for all categories of
respondents a total number of responses was calculated which in-
cluded the number of rating scales chocked, the number of items of
personal data information completed, plus the number of informative
in?ite-in remarks submitted* The completion of all rating scales by
any respondent totaled to 51 responses, which included 32 Part I
scales, and 8 Part II-B scales* An additional 7 responses wore in-
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cludod in the b
( 5 ) full or part~tii.io, ( 6 ) the institution bein/j attended, and (?)
his focus of study. In short, when a respondent completed all sur-
vey items regarded as pertinent to the study he vas recorded as hav-
iug given 58 responses.
pretation of content and interpolation of number a purely subjective
process in most instances. A in?ite-in remark vras measured as a re-
sponse if it met the single criterion of whether the remark supple-
mented the rating scales or contributed additional information likely
to be useful or meaning-ful to a member of the school adiiinistrative
staff.
kature of kosnonse
ihe na,ture of response, attitudes reflected, uas determined
for all categories of respondents from calculations based on froguency
distributions, Proquoncies ivere summed over individual scale inter-
vals, over each rating scale, then over each "concept" or "statement"
being rated. From scale-intervals totals for all scales and groups
of scales, moan or avera^o scores were obtainable together with any
required statistical analyses of the scale data.
Analysis
In keeping irith tho j)rinciple of parsknony which states that
phenomena sliould be o^q^lainod on tho basis of the simplest oxi^lana-
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tion consi.tont
.ith all of the facts of the case, the present in-
wstr^abion was conducted on the assumption that differences in re-
sponse would he duo to ch.once. Specifically, the null hypotheses
deny the existence of any real differences between measurements of
rooponoo for the various cate£jorios of respondents until the factor
of chance has been eliminated as the causativo agont in the differ-
ences noted. The null hypotheses were to bo rejected if the ob-
served or measured differences wore significant at the 5 percent
level; that is, if 5 out of 100 differences may be attributed to
chance or 5 percent of any difference.
Statistical Procedures
tho prosent study included the oollooting, noasurins, orsanizing,
summarizing, presenting and analyzing of tho discrete data avail-
able for processing. The direct concern was with two types of com-
parisons: (1) a comparison of tho effects on response of personal-
ized survey procedures and of standard procedures, and, (2) compari-
sons of response characteristics, according to demographic charac-
teristics, for the sample subjects (personalized) and for tho con-
trol group of subjects (standard). Since the describing and ana—
oi* doinographic data does not involve the dravring of conclu-
sions or inferences it belongs in tho realm of descriptiA/e statis-
tics, while the analysis of response data gathered through the use
of tho random sample (Experimental Group) involves tho use of those
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inferential statistics lihich attempt to isolate real differences
j.rom those di^e 1.0 chance fluctuations and to tost those differences
in terms of probabilities.
Related, then, to the testing of the h;^Tothosos of the study
has boon the use of the common descriptive statistics, i.o., simple
enumerations, percentages, avorag-es or means, and coefficients of
correlation, together with the chi-square inferential statistical
tost.
Chi-square fcst
iho ccsoing of hypotheses in the present investigation
involves comparisons of the frequencies of observations which dis-
tribute uhemsclvcs within the various categories. Apuropriate to
this requirement is the chi-square test of the contingency type.
IRiore observations are clo,ssified by two classifications, h rov;s
and h columns, "conting-ency tables" may be used to test the hyj)othe-
sis that the two classifications are "independent" or, in other words,
that the distribution of one characteristic should be the same re-
gardless of the otiior characteristic. 1/lien the totals for rows
(or columns) are specified in advance, the tost is called a test of
"homogeneity. " The hypothesis under test is that the various columns
(or rows) have the same proportions of individuals in the various
categories. The hypotheses of "indopeiidenco" and "homogeneity" are
rejected at the 5 percent level of significance, llic chi-square
/ 2s
) approximation will bo adequate if the rninirauja tlioorotlcal fre-
quency is 2 or if no more than 20 percent of the theoretical fro-
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qaoncies are lees than 5 with a minimum of 1. The total frociuency
in each row or column of a contingency table is called the ’'margin-
al frequency. i.arginal totals or frequencies are used Lo find the
theoretical frequencies required by the chi-square otatistic, whore
"o" is an observed cell frequency and ”e" is an expected or theore-
tical coll frequency. The chi-square formula is bitten ?(o .-o.)
^
With regard to the use of the chi-square tost of si^mi-
j-icance vrith semantic differential scales reference is made to the
following statements by Osgood, Tannonbaiua and Suci (1954);
groups in the moaning
cojot. This is perhaps the simplest situation conceptually. Here we
have two uncorrelated "clouds" of points in our space—let us say, a
"red cloud" and a "black cloud"—and we wj.sh to know if they Iiave
significantly different locations. If the semantic sjpace had only
dimension, and the data were not distributed normally, it is ob-
vious we woiild apply the chi-squa,re test to determine if the distri-
butions could have boon drai-m from the sai;io population." (p. lOO)
In aj)plying this test it snould be kept in mind that a signi-
ficant chi—square does not necessarily imply a difference in the cen-
tral tendencies of the "clouds"; significance may also be obta,inod
vmon it is the dispersions or shape of distributions which differ.
Chi-square values for the various levels of significance are deter-
mined by use of a chi-square table. The degrees of freedom for each
test are deterrained by the formula, W = (C-l) x (R-1), where C is
the number of columns and R is tlic number of rows in the contin-
gency table.
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In the present study, had it been possible to use the responses
of the Standard Group recipients for deterninin- theoretical distri-
butions, the use of the "goodness-of-fit" form of the chi-square
test could have been Justified. The first person to do a study such
as the present study Cfmnot consider his obtained control group dis-
tributions as theoretical arrays because he cannot estimate his sam-
pling error. The present stud^^ >rould have to bo repeated many times
to obtain enough distributions for reasonable estimation of errors.
Even then, socio-economic factors end other influences on the demo-
graphic nature of the subjects such as a pharmacology of learning
that alters brain chemistry may have worked to alter the variables
and. their relationshijjs.
Testing the Hypotheses
According to the statistical practice of formulating null hy-
potheses, real differences between the response of the Experimental
Group and the Standard Group, or cunong the demographic Categories of
respondents wi ohin each treatment group, will be denied until the
fac cor of chance has boon eliminated as the causative agent in the
discrepancy.
If a null liypothcsis should be rejected when it should be ac-
cepted what is knoim as a Type I error will have been made. The
maximum probability with which the rick of malcing a Type I error is
taken is referred to as the '’level of significance" of the null hy-
potliesis test. As is customary in educational research, a 5 percent
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cr
.05 lovol of sisnifice^oo oho.en for tostin,, the l^othosoe.
Thorofopo, where difforonoes in roeponso are encountered which could
to expected to occur on the haeis of chanoe 5 or more tines out of
100 in repeated random somplinc, the null hj^pothosis will he ac-
cepted. Should the differences in response bo sufficiently larse
that such differences would occur by chance less than 5 out of 100
trials, tho null hypothesis will be rejected on the promise that
factors other than chance are probably involved in producing such a
large difforonoo. In the language of statistics, the hj^pothesis
would be "rejected at a
.05 level of significance."
Tho null hypotheses under test in tho present study aro listed
in Chapter IV, "Hosults and Findings," together with the spooifio
results used in thoir "testintj.
c n A p T E n IV
RESULTS AlID FIin)IRG3
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CHAPTERIV
RESULTS AND FBJPIIJGS
Introduction
The primary concern of the present investigation, expressed as
General Hypothesis I in Chapter I, has been whether the personalized
treatment has affected the speed, rate, quantity and nature of response
to a significant degree. The secondary concern, expressed as General
Hypothesis II in Chapter I, has been whether the personalized treat-
ment had a significant effect on certain demographic type(s) of sur-
vey recipients more than on the others. For example, did personali-
zation affect males more than females? The results of the study re-
late to these two general hypotheses; they are presented according to
each specific null hypothesis under test. Results not related to
hypotheses are presented as corollary results.
A few additional remarks regarding the presentation of the re-
sults are in order. The raw data of the study has been categorized
and presented in tables by f2?equGncies and/or percentages, whore
percentages make for more meaningful interpretation. Regarding ter-
^i^ology, the n/Xperimental Group is referred to simply as *’(e)” or
"E-group", the Standard Group as "(s)" or "3-group"; the term "Early
Respondents roferes to those recipients who responded to the initial
mailing (Have l) and to the first reminder (Have II) combined; the
designation "(L—A)" refers to those combined respondents who contri-
buted Low and Average quantities of response, and "(AA-H)" to Above
Average and High.
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Results
Results Relating to General Hypothesis I
Speed of Response
Null Hypothesis I-A: Recipients in the BxxDerimental Group .mi
not
_
respond siCTificantly earlier (Waves I and than recipients
in the Standard Group .
The null hypothesis is not accepted. Early respondents (>feve I
and Wave II combined) represented 66.5 percent of the E-group re-
cipients, as shown in Table 12, compared with 50.O percent for the
S-group, a difference significant at the
.05 level.
TABLE 12
SPEED 0? RESPONSE
FOR EXPERBIENTAL /JID STAIJDARD GROUPS
Treatment
Group I
Mailing
II
Waves
III IV
Experimental (n) 70 33 26 3
(f) 45.2 21.3 16.8 1.9
Standard (If) 136 67 70 31
(/.) 29.8 14.7 15.3 6.8
Totals (If) 206 100 96 34
(^) 33.7 16.3 15.7 5.6
Chi-square = 9*57, df=3 Significant, p = .05
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Rate of Response
Ifull Hypothesis I-Bi Recipients in the Exoorimontal Croim
Jrill not respond
,..^ significantly rate than T-eeln-io.t,
the Standard Group
.
The null hypothesis is not accepted. As indicated in Table 13
the final rate of response for the E-greup uas 85.2 percent as com-
pared with a final rate of 66.7 percent for the Stroup. This dif-
ference of 18.5 percent is significant at the
.05 level.
TABLE 13
RATE OP RS3F0HSE
FOR EXPERBIERTAL AIFD STAl.TD.ARD GROUPS
Treatment
Group Recipients Respondents
Rate as
Percent
Experimental 145 132 85.2
Standard 457 305 66,7
Totals 612 437 71.4
Chi-square - 3.05, df=l Significant, p II . o
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Quantity of Response
Hull Hypothesis I-C: Hespondonts in the Emerlmental r.T-r,„p
will not respond
-rith a significantly larger quantity of
than respondents in the St.-mdai'd r.-P^„p
The null hypothesis is accepted. As can be seen in Table I4,
between treatment groups the relative differences in quantity of
response are not dramatic and not without some contradiction. The
differences betT«aen the (L-A) and (AA-H) total are not significant
at the ,05 level be tureen the E and S groups.
TABLE 14
QUAIITITY OP RESPONSE
FOR EXPERBIElIT/iL Al'Il) STAIIBilRD GROUPS
Quantity of Response
—
—
Group Low Average
Above
Average High
Experimental (b) 12 51 37 24
9.7 41.1 29.8 19.4
Standard (h) 23 139 85 42
8.0 48.2 29.3 14.5
Totals (11) 35 190 122 66
w) 8.5 46.0 29.5 16.0
Chi-square = 2.486
,
df=3 Not significant, P = .05
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Nature of Response
Ifull Hypothesis I-D: Respondents in the ETOerlnental Groue will
not., show a nature of response significantly more positive then th.-.t
shovni by the Standard Group .
The null hypothesis is accepted. As is shown in Table I5, the
percentage of E-croup respondents displaying a positive attitudinal
set was sonewhat larger than the percentage for the S-group, 90.I
percent and 88,9 percent respectively. Comparing differences in
relative positivity and negativity between treatments, the differences
are not statistically significant at the ,05 level.
Explanatory Note: In order to make certain statistical compari-
sons using the chi-sq.uare test, responses for both the E-group and
the S—group were totaled for each of the three positive intervals of
the semantic differential scales and for each of the three negative
intervals of these scales used for rating the ungraded program. Each
interval total was weighted, that is, the +2 and -2 interval totals
were multiplied by 2 and the +3 and —3 interval totals were multi-
plied by 3 . The positive interval totals vrere combined into a "Posi-
tivity” total which reflects the extent of the positive attitudinal
set toward the ungraded program; the negative interval total were
combined into a "Negativity" total. These totals were compared for
significant differences.
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TABLE 15
NATURE OP RESPONSE FOR EXPERIMENTAL
AND_ STANDARD GROUPS
Groups +3
Positive
Semantic
+2 +1
Negative
Differential
0 -1
-2
-3
Experimental 304 282 153 118 14 36 43
Standard 648 643 367 328 90 54 102
Total 952 925 520 556 145 90 104
Chi-Square Distributions
2
X 2X 2X 2X 2X 2X 2X
1.76 .129 .083 1.99 13.28 3.14 • 0 ro
NS NS NS NS S S NS
Positivity
(Weighted Responses)
Negativity
(Weighted Responses)
Experimental 1629 ( 90.lf=) 179
Standard 3597 (88,9^) 450 (11.155)
Chi-square = 1 , 98
,
df=l
Not Significant, p=,05
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ResuIts^
_
He lating to General Hypothesis II
Speed of Response
Null Hypothesis II-A:
_^e statistical relationships •vrill not
: _^
the sarne for_^_sneed^ljre^^^ hetveen the Experimental Groim
and^e_S;^to Group ac o^rdin,^
^
to selected demograr^hic character- '
istics
.
Results are described only for those selected demographic
characteristics for which Hull Hypothesis II-A is accepted, since
significant differences (p=. 05 ) appeared between the two treatment
groups, suggesting that the personalized treatment is associated trith
earlier or later response for certain types of respondents.
1. For 2haso
_
leyyla, as is shovm in Table 16, the recipients
who had been phased as seniors at the average 2,0 phase level re-
sponded to the personalized communications at a significantly earlier
rate (Haves I and II respondents combined) than did the recipients
who were categorized according to the other average phase levels,
2* For Feathers* Occupational Levels , as can be seen in Table 16,
Level 1 (e) and Level 6 (e) had significantly (p=.05) smaller in-
creases in response than the other E—group levels} this fact suggests
that survey recipients whose fathers were in Level 1 and Level 6 occu-
pations vrere inclined to be less influenced by the personalized com-
munications. However, the percentage (60.0 percent) of early re-
sponse from FOL 6 recipients of the formal communications was the
highest early response, which may account for the small difference
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TABLE 16
SPE^ OP RE3P01I3E II7 PERCENTAGES FOR EXPERU'EI'ITAL
AI'ID STAiroARB GROUPS ACCORDING TO THE SELECTED
CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS
experh.isntal
TREATi-IENT
STAINDARD
Category
Nave
I
Nave
II
Nave
III
Nave
IV
Nave
I
Nave
II
Nave
III
Nave
IV
CLASSES
1966 46.0 13.5 10.8 2.7 19.2 11.0 9.6 5.5
1967 52.8 25.0 11.0 0.0 17.6 10.5 13.4 7.1
1968 45.3 14.3 26.2 2.5 23.1 8.5 13.4 4.3
1969 37.6 32.5 17.5 2.5 28.0 13.7 9.4 3.8
SEXES
Males 41.5 21.9 21.9 1.2 25.1 13.7 16.2 9.8
Females 48.6 20.6 11.0 2.7 35.2 15.7 14.3 3.3
RESIDENCE
ZOITB3
I 29.4 29.4 17.7 11.5 27.1 12.9 17.1 8.6
II 47.5 26.4 13.2 0.0 33.7 12.0 13.2 4.8
III 61.5 7.7 11.5 0.0 42.0 9.9 17.3 7.^4
IV 43.9 19.5 22.0 2.4 25.0 16.7 13.9 7.4
V 39.4 24.2 18.2 0.0 24.3 19.1 15.7 6.1
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TABLE 16
—Continued
expebu.ieutal
TREA'H.ElJiJT
STAITDARB
Category
Have
I
Have
II
Have
III
Have
IV
Have
I
1
1
^
1
Have
III
Have
IV
I.Q.
LEVELS
To 104 36.5 19.5 19.5 2.4 16.0 9.1 9.0 4.9
105-114 43.4 28.3 11.3 1.9 21.5 10.0 10.0 5.8
115-124 48.7 16.2 21.6 2.7 24.9 13.0 13.6 4.7
125+ 54.2 12.5 25.0 0.0 28.7 12.0 12.0 4 .
6
SAI
LEVELS
Low 29.8 12.5 8.5 2.1 26.1 20.9 14.9 6.7
Average 44.0 22.7 16.7 1.5 31.0 15.0 15.0 7.5
High 54.8 16.7 16.7 2.3 35.0 11.4 19.5 5.7
PHASES
To 2.0 53.8 15.4 7.7 0.0 3.6 14.3 10.7 10.7
2.5 29.4 23.5 23.5 0.0 20.8 16.7 14.6 2.1
3.0 38.2 27.3 14.5 1.8 31.7 12.9 11.5 6.5
3.5 54.5 9.1 27.3 4.5 26.4 19.5 19.5 3.4
4.0 54.3 22.9 17.1 0.0 36.2 18.1 16.2 8.6
4 . 5+ 46.2 15.4 7.7 7.7 40.0 2.0 20.0 12.0
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TABLE 16 —ContinuGd
EXPEHUIEITTAL
treat: :ebt
STAOT)ARI)
TREA'I!..ENT
Category
Wave
I
Wave
II
Wave
III
Wave
IV
! Wave
I
Wave
II
Wave
III
Wave
IV
OCCUPATIOHAIi
LEVELS
1 40.0 17.1 17.1 0 jO 30.5 14.3 20.9 7.6
2 52.0 24.0 16.0 4.0 36.8 17.6 8.8 7.4
3 48,4 29.0 9.7 9.0 27.3 15.2 18.2 4.0
4 51.7 17.2 17.2 6.9 33.7 9.9 9.9 7.9
5 33.3 19.0 23.8 0.0 16.9 13.6 16.9 8.5
6 42.9 21.4 21.4 0.0 32.0 28.0 16.0 4.0
COHBIIJED 45.2 21.3 16.8 1.9 29.8 14.7 15.3 6.8
between treatrnonts at that occupational level which includes unskilled
general laborers and nontechnical helpers,
classes, sex, residence zones
. Otis Intelligence Tost
an<i ^udent Activities Index levels , the statistical relation-
ships among classifications did not differ significantly between the
two treatment groups, indicating that for these categories and sub-
categories of subjects according to their demographic characteristics
none was particularly sensitive to either of the two communication
treatments.
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Rate of Response
Hull Hypothesis II-B: The statistical relationships u-m
:^.the same for the rate of response tetireen the Eroerimeotel
tee Standard Group uccordin-^ to selected demoft-rauhlc oharooteT-i stio.
Hesults are described below only for those selected demosraphlo
characteristics for which Hull Hypothesis II-B is accepted, since
significant differences (p=.05) appeared between tee two treatment
groups, suggesting that the personalized treatment is associated
with different rates of response for certain types of respondents.
Ea_les and j^emales the shift in rates of response hetireen
treatment groups was significant at the
.05 level. As is shora in
Table I7
,
males appear to have been influenced to a greater degree
by the personalized communications. Their response rate was loi-rer
in the S-group by 4.2 percent, but higher than the final response
rate for females by 2.0 percent in the E—grouuo
2. For residence zones
, as indica.ted in Table 17, between the
two treatment groups the relative increase in rate of response
(4*3 percent) for Residence Zone III (quality suburban) was signi-
ficantly less than the relative increase in rate of response (24.9
percent) for Residence Zone IV (older, central business). The cate-
gory "residence zones" was included in the study for exploratory pur-
poses and the results associated with this category are not to be
taken as definitive.
For alumni classes
,
Otis Intelligence Test Scores
.
Student
Activities Index levels
, and Fathers* Occupational Levels the
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TABLE 17
ESPOUSE III PERCS1JTAGE3 FOR EXPERIilSNTAL
AEI) STAiro.lRI) GROUPS ACCORDING TO THE SELECTED
CATEGORIES OP RESPOlIDEIiTS
EXPERL’IEIITilL
RATE OP PtEoPOlJSE
STAiDiVRD
RATE OP RESPONSE
CLASSES
1966 72.9 60.5
1967 88.9 63.3
1968 88.1 75.2
1969 90.0 80.7
SSCBS
Male 86.6 64,8
Female 84.6 69.0
ESSIDEITOE
ZOl^ES
I 88.2 65.7
II
III
^
86.8 65.1
80.8 76.5
IV 87.8 62.9
V 81.8 65 c 2
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TABLE 17 —Continued
EAPERH.;ElJTi\L
RATE OE RESPONSE
STAITDilRD
Ri\TE OP RESFOIISE
—
I.Q.
LEVELS
To 94 66,6 50.0
94-104 88.5 56.5
105-114 86.8 65.2
115-124 89.2 72.0
1254 81.0 77.0
135+ 85.2 60.0
SAI
LEVELS
Low 81.0 59.0
Average 84.8 68.5
High 90
.5 72.4
PHASES
To 2.0 76.9 39.3
2.5 76.5 54.2
3.0 81.8 63.3
3.5 95.5 69.0
4.0 94.3 79.0
4.5+ 76.9 74.0
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TABLE 17 —Continued
EXPERII.IEI^^TAL
RATS OF RESPONSE
STAl'IBARI)
RATE OP RESPONSE
OCCUPATIONAL
LEVELS '
1
74.3 73.3
2 96.0 70.6
3 87.1 85.7
4 93.1 61.4
5 76.2 55.9
6 85.7 80.0
COMBINED 85.2 66.7
statastical relationships among classifications did not differ sig-
nificantly between the two treatment groups, indicating that for
these categories and sub-categories of subjects classified according
to their demographic characteristics none was particularly sensitive
to either communication treatment.
Quantity of Response
Null Hypothesis II-C; The statistical relationshins will not
be the same for the quantity of response between the Exnerimental
and the otandard Group according to selected demogranhic characteris-
tics.
Results axe described below only for those selected demographic
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characteristics for which Hull Hypothesis II—C is accepted, since
significant differences (p=.05) appeared between the two treatment
groups, suggesting that the personalised treatment or strategy is
associated with different quantities of response for certain typos
of respondents,
1. For levels of Otis Intelligence Test Scores
, as shown in
Table 18, a significant difference (p=.05) in the quantity of re-
sponse between respondents with Otis Intelligence Test Scores below
94 and those with scores above 12$ appears across the two treatment
groups. Low I.Q. respondents who received personalized communica-
tions tended to submit more responses than those who received the
formal approach, while high I.Q. respondents in the E-group were
inclined fo contribute fewer responses,
Fathers* Occupational Levels
, as can be seen in Table 18,
there were significant differences (p=.05), for exanple, in quantities
of response between respondents whose fathers were at the Level 2
and Level 3 in Roo*s classification of occupations. Level 3 respond-
ents in the E-group tended to contribute more responses than Level 2
respondents in the E-^roup when compared with their counterparts in
the. S-group, Level 3 occupations include retail dealers, foremen,
welfare workers, and reporters, while Level 2 occupations include
factory managers, editors and secondary school teachers,
Fo^ 3-lnmni classes
, sex , residence zones , student activities
particination
,
and averege phase levels as seniors , the statistical
relationships among classifications did not differ significantly be-
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TABLE 18
-'^’SPOKSE IN P3RCEKTA0H3 FOR SXPERBiEllmAND STAHBAHI] GROUPS A,OCORI)I1JG TO THE 3SLE0T3II
CATEGORIES OF RE3P0IIDE1
-ITS
experiiiental STAIIDARD
Low Aver,
Above
Aver, High Low Aver.
Above
Aver. High
CLASSES
1966 13.5 21.6 24.3 5.4 3.7 37.6 10.1 5.5
1967 2.8 38.9 19.5 22.2 2.8 27.4 19.8 9.4
1968 7.1 40.5 21.4 14.3 6,6 23.0 25.4 9.8
1969 7.5 30.0 30.0 20.0 6.7 34.2 18.3 13.3
SEXES
Male 9.8 30.5 26.8 15.9 5.3 28.7 17.8 18.5
Female 6.0 38.8 22.4 16.4 4.8 32.4 19.5 10.0
RE3IDEIICE
ZOIISS
I 11.8 41.2 23.5 11.8 4.2 30.0 17.1 10.0
II 13.2 36.8 23.7 13.2 0.0 22.9 20.5 13.3
III 3.8 30.7 23.1 23.1 7.4 39.5 17.3 8.6
IV 12.2 31.7 24.4 19.5 1.9 28.7 17.6 9.3
V 21.2 27.3 24.2 9.1 3.5 31.3 20.0 6.1
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TABLE 18
-—Continued
EXPERIi.iEHTAL
STAI'fflARI)
Loir Aver.
Above
Aver. High Loi-r Aver,
Above
Aver, High
I.Q.
LEVELS
To 94 0.0 26.7 20.0 13.4 5.9 32.4 8.8 2.9
95-104 15.4 30.8 23.7 11.6 8.7 29.0 14.5 2.9
105-114 9.4 26.4 28.2 17.0 2.9 34.8 15.2 7.2
115-124 2.7 35.1 21.6 18.9 4.5 34.8 18.9 14.4
125+ 8.3 37.5 20.8 12.5 6.0 20.2 31.0 13.1
SA.I
LEFELS
Loir 10.6 14.9 17.0 4.3 3.0 23.9 10.4 3.0
Average 6.1 45.5 15.2 15.2 3.5 30.5 20.0 11.0
High 2.4 28.6 31.0 26.2 4.1 29.3 23.6 10.6
PHASES
2.5 13.3 33.3 16.7 3.3 5.3 23.7 14.5 0.0
3.0 9.1 30.9 23.6 10.9 7.9 33.1 12.2 6.5
3.5 4.5 36,4 22.7 31.8 1.1 34.5 16.1 13.8
4 . 0+ 4.2 31.2 39.2 20.8 4.6 28.4 27.7 13.5
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TABLE 18
—Continued
Low
EXPERB'ENTi'iL
Above
Aver. Aver. High Low
STANDARD
Above
Aver. Aver. High
OCCUPATIONAL
LEVELS
1 5.7 31.4 22.9 8.6 4.8 25.7 20.0 17.1
2 4.0 32.0 36.0 20.0 2.9 26.5 20.6 19.1
3 9.7 32.3 22.6 19.5 5.1 32.3 11.1 12.1
4 17.2 37.9 20.7 24.1 6.9 30.7 11.9 7.9
5 4.7 33.3 5.4 18.8 6.8 30.5 11.8 5.1
6 0.0 28.6 35.7 14.3 4.0 52.0 16.0 4.0
COMBIFED 9.7 41.1 29.8 19.4 8.0 48.2 29.3 14.5
tween the two treatment groups, indicating that for these categories
and sub-categories of subjects, classified according to their demo-
graphic characteristics, none was particularly sensitive to either
communication treatment.
Nature of Response
Null Hypothesis II-D: The statistical relationshins will not
sam_Q for the nature of response betTreen the Experimental and
Group accordiAg to selected demographic characteristics
.
Results are described belov; only for those selected demographic
characteristics for which Null Hypothesis II—C is accepted, since
significant differences (p=. 05 ) appeared betvreen the two treatment
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groups, sussosting that the personalized treatment or strategy is
associated Kith different quantities of response for certain types
of respondents,
1
. For ^mni classes
,
as indicated in Table I9, due apparently
to the relatively few respondents from the Class of I967 (E-^roup)
who
-reflected negative attitudes toward the ungraded program, the
differences across treatment groups are significant at the
.05 level.
residence zones, as indicated in Table I9, the attitude
differential between Zone II and Zone III respondents (s^roup) of
4.5 percent increases to 8.8 percent for those who had received the
personalized communications. Attitude differences for Zone I and
Zone IV aro also significant. Again, note should be made that the
residence zones were included as a demographic category merely for
exp)loratory purposes,
^ase levels, as cam be seen in Table I9, the relative
variations in the relationships between average phase levels across
the two treatment groups are significantly different (p=.05) bet^en
average phase levels 2,0 and 3 . 0 , The personalized treatment is
associated with a higher degree of negativity at the 2.0 level and
with a lower degree of negativity at the 3,0 level.
4* For Fathers* Occu-oational Levels
, as ca.n be seen in Table 19,
Levels 3 and 6 both represent distinct relative reductions in nega-
ti-vity of attitude as indicated by responses from those who recei-ved
the personalized communications.
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TABLE 19
POSITIVITY Am IISGATIVITY OF ATTITULIITAL S^T
^^poI'Ise) sho;jij ht percentages of total""RESrONSiiS FOR THE ECPERII.IENTAL AND STAND ‘UID GROUPSACCORDING TO TEIE SELECTED CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS
Experimental
Positivity Negativity
standard
Positivity Negativity
CLASSES
1966 80.0 20.0 92.2 7.8
1967 98.2 2.8 92.8 7.2
1968 92.3 7.7 93.4 6.6
1969 90.0 10.0 81.0 19.0
SEXES -
Kale s 87.3 12.7 87.8 12.2
Females 90.5 9.5 91.3 8.7
RESIDENCE
ZONES
I 90.0 10.0 74.5 25.5
II 86.7 13.3 84.5 15.5
III 95.5 4.5 89.0 11.0
IV 90.8 9.2 92.0 8.0
V 95.2 4.8 92.7 7.3
1
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TABLE 19 ——Continued
iiiXperimental Standard
Positivity negativity Positivity Negativity
I.Q.
LEVELS
To 94 91.0 9.0 93.3 6.7
95-104 93.3 6.7 83.6 16.4
105-114 88.7 11.3 84.6 15.4
115-124 91.6 8.4 90.5 8.5
125+ 91.3 8.7 92.8 7.2
SAI
LEVELS
Low 88.0 12.0 77.7 22.3
Avorago 93.2 6.8 90.0 10.0
High 92.1 7.9 91.8 9.2
PHASES
To 2.0 84.0 16.0 91.3 8.7
2.5 86.7 13.3 81.7 18.3
3.0 91.0 9.0 83.0 17.0
3.5 91.6 8.4 94.5 5.5
4.0 95.5 4.5 90.8 9.2
4.5+ 86.6 13.4 89.3 10.7
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TABLE 19 —Continued
Experimental
Positivity Negativity
standard
Positivity Negativity
OCCUPATIONAL
LEVELS •
1 89.0 11.0 88.8 11.2
2 85.4 14.6 91.6 8.4
3 98.9 1.1 94.3 5.7
4 86.3 13.7 82.7 17.3
5 86.5 13.5 84.0 16.0
6 97.8 2.2 70.9 29.1
COMBINED 90.1 9-9 88.9 11.1
For _sex
,
Otis Intelli/?ence Test Score levels , and decrees of
-J^Jjticipation in school acti^/ities
. the statistical relationships
amon^ classications did not differ si^jnificantly betircen the two
treatment groups, indicating that for these categories and sub cate-
gories of subjects, classified according to their demographic char-
acteristics, none was particularly sensitive to either communication
treatment. It would seem that differences in attitude betvreen males
and females, among intelligence levels and among participants in
school activities ranked according to degree of participation are
set firmly enough so as to resist the modifying effects of personal-
ized communications.
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Corollary Results
Noteworthy Variations in
of Survey Recioionts
_Response According? to Solaotod Categories
Alumni Classes
1
. The Class of I967 (EH?roup) had the highest percentage of
early respondents. As shoim in Table 16
,
this percentage was dis-
tinctly high, 77.8 percent. It is interesting to note that for re-
cipients of the formal treatment the Class of I967 had the loirast
percentage of early respondents, 28.1 percent. This would seem to
indicate that the graduates three years out of high school were par-
ticularly responsive to the personalized communications.
2
. Although slower to respond than the Class of I967, the Class
of 1969 registered the highest final rate of response for both the
E-^roup (90.0 percent) and the S-group (8O.7 percent). As can be
seen in Table I7
,
the lo^vest rates of response, as would bo expected,
were recorded for the Class of I986, the class longest out of school,
72.9 percent (e) and 6O.5 percent (s).
3 . Fifty percent of the Class of I969 (E-group), as shoTO in
Table 18
,
contributed above average quantities of response compared
with 35.2 percent of the Class of I968 (S—group),
4. The Class of I967 (e), which had two years of the ungraded
program, was distinctly more positive (98,2 percent) in its attitude
toward the program than the Class of I989 (s)
,
the first class to
have experienced no other type of curriculum or ability grouping
than that provided by the ungraded program.
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Sex
1, As sho;m in Table 16, females who received the personalized
communications registered the highest percentage (69.2 percent) of
early respondents, which compares with the lowest percentage (38.8
percent) registered by males who received the formal communications.
Male-female speed of response differences wore significant (p=.05)
for the S-group, but narrowed for recipients of the personalized
communications and were not significant,
2, Males of both treatment groups contributed more responses
than did the females as can be seen in Table 18. The differences in
quantities of response contributed were significant (p=.05) bet^en
the sexes for those receiving formal communications but not so for
those receiving personalized communications,
3, In both treatment groups males registered a nature of re-
sponse less positive than that for females.
Residence Zones
Note must again be made of the fact that the category ''Residence
Zones" was introduced for exploratory purposes only,
1. Survey recipients (E-group) who had resided in Zone H
while attending high school were most inclined to respond early.
Their high rate (73*9 percent) compares with Zone I recipients who
registered a 40*0 percent return to the first two mailings,
2, As shown in Table 16, Zone III, the zone which reflects a
general homogeneity "vrith regard to the quality and style of its
homes tras associated with a distinctly high 61,5 percent response
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to tho firot mailins. Besponse then fell off sharply from recipients
in this zone, down to 7.7 percent, and ended with no response to tho
final mailing,
3. The highest positivity of attitude (95.5 percent) is associ-
ated with Zone III recipients who received tho personalized oovor
letters with each nailing,
Otis Intalligence Test Scores
1. Speed of response was relatively inconsistent with relation
to Otis Intelligence Tost Score levels. For example, in the E~group,
as can be seen in Table 16, tho I23+ level had the highest response
to the first mailing, a very high 54,2 percent, Hotrever, the IO5-
114 level had the highest 77ave II response, 28,3 percent. The Otis
Score level I25+ dropped to only 12,5 percent for the second mailing,
2. For both treatment groups the lowest rate of response is
associated with the lowest Otis test score level, (To 94), 66,6 per-
cent (E) and 50*0 percent (s),
3. Regarding nature of response, as can bo seen in Table 19,
again there is evidence that the personalized treatment may modify
differences in attitude. For example, at the 95-104 level there \jaa
a decided difference in negativity betvreen the S-group ( 16,4 percent)
and the E-group (6,7 percent),
4* Quantity of response relates inconsistently with the five
sub—categories of intelligence test scores. However, as shown in
Table 18, there is a prevailing pattern which suggests a normal
curve of distribution skewed somewhat toward the higher quantities.
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student Activities Index Levels
A Student Activities Index was calculated for each survey ad-
dressee. For the testing of hypotheses, each addressee was cate-
gorized, according to his Index, as rating Low (O-4), iledium (5-I5),
or High (16-50) in his school activities involvement,
1
. The highest percentage of response to the initial mailing
(54.8 percent), ^cross all demographic classifications
, was recorded
for those recipients of the personalized communications whose Student
Activities Indexes were in the (High) category.
2. Regarding response to the first two mailings combined ("early
response"), as shovm in Table I6, again the highest percentage of re-
sponse was registered for the (High) SAI Level, 71.5 percent.
3 * For both treatment groups, higher rates of response were
associated with higher degrees of school participation,
4 . Distinct differences in q.uantities of response were asso-
ciated with the degree with which recipients had participated in
school activities. Certain examples from Table I8 are worth noting.
Of the respondents who had received the personalized communications
26.2 percent of those who had been highly active in school affairs
contributed (High) quantities of response compared
-frith only 4.3
percent of those least active,
5. Almost the same pattern of attitude positivity-negativity
presented itself in both treatment groups with reference to school
activities participation. As indicated in Table 19 > the more that
respondents had participated, the higher their positivity.
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Average Phase Levels
The demographic data for suhooots of the study reveals that
there is distinct positive correlation between phase placement and
student activities participation (+.547) and between Otis Intelli-
gence Test Scores (+.7II) as is shown in Table 22. These correla-
tions, together mth the response variations as noted below, suggest
that phase placement may be a reliable indicator of response char-
acteristics.
Referring to Table 16
,
it can be noted that the highest l?ave I
response was associated id.th the highest ( 125+) Otis Test level, with
the (High) school activities participants, and with average phase
levels 3.5 and 4,0, (it seems that above the 4,0 phase level recip-
ientstend to become atypical in their response patterns. Some re-
searchers have identified very able students as reluctant respondents.
Highest final rates of response were associated vrith the medium
high Otis level (II5-124), with the (High) SAI level, and again irnLth
the 3*5 4*0 phase levels. The highest quantities of response
were contributed by the Otis II5-I24 level, by the (High) SAI level,
and by the 3.5 phase level, as indicated in Table I8, Turning to
Table 19 > it can be seen that the highest levels for these three
categories in the E-group are generally low in negativity of attitude
toward the ungraded program with the 4,0 phase level distinctly so.
Specific variations in response associated with phase levels are
listed below,
1 , Some delay in responding vras associated with recipients who
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had been phased at an average level above 4.0. This delay holds true
for both treatment groups, as can be seen in Table 16.
2. Regarding rate of response, it is interesting that the rates
for the highest (4.5+) and the loirest (To 2.0) average phase levels
(E.«roup) were the sair.e, 76.9 percent.
3. The very low final rate of^sponso, 39.3 percent, registered
by the lowest phase level (S-group), was the lowest final rate of
response recorded for any demographic sub-category included in the
present study,
4 . As is shoTm in Table 18, high quantities of response infor-
mation ^annot be expected from respondents who had been phased at
the 2.5 average level, indicated by the fact that percentages of
respondents in the (High) quantity category were quite low for both
treatment groups, 3,3 percent for the E-group and 0.0 percent for
the S-group,
5* It IS interesting that there were distinctions in attitude
between the middle phase levels, 3.0 and 3.5? compared with the
attitudes associated with the average phase levels above and belovr.
Respondents who had been in this middle phase grouping appear to have
been less critical of the ungraded program.
Fathers* Occupational Levels
1, Highest response to the first mailing came from those re-
spondents whose fathers had been employed in Level 2 occupations,
which, according to Roe*s matrix, includes business executive, public
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school teachers, and phaTLiacists. Response for this level was the
highest in both treatment groups,
2. Most noteworthy is the response data for Fathers' Occupa-
tional Level 6, lowest in the matrix, represontine the general
laborers and the unskilled. As is shojm in Table 16, POL 6 had the
highest percentage of early response, 60,0 percent, in the S-group,
and a relatively high 64,3 percent in the E-group, These porcentalcs
indicate a willingness to cooperate with the type of survey under
investigation.
3. While recipients whose fathers were in 'bevel 6 occupations
may have shoim a mllingness to respond, those who responded were not
inclined to contribute more than average quantities of response. As
IS shoTm in Table 18, 5 2.0 percent of those at FOL 6 in the S-group
contributed average quantities of response. For the E-group the
pattern shifted and respondents at this FOL 6 classification tended
to contribute more responses, suggesting that the personalized treat-
ment does serve to promote more survey information.
^
4* Generally spealcing, the FOL 2 respondents in both treatment
groups were associated with higher quantities of response. In the
E-^roup Level 2 respondents had the highest rate (36.0 percent) in
the "Above Average" quantity category and second highest (20.0 per-
cent) in the "High" quantity category. In the S-group, Level 2
respondents :n:ere highest in both of these categories.
5» in indicated in Table 19, FOL 6 is associated with a
dramatic shift in attitude betvreen the personalized and formal
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TABLE 20
CHI-SQ,Ui\BE VALUES FOB DIPFSIIBLCS3 IH SPEED, RATE
QUAI'.rii’Y, Al'ID NATURE OF RESPONSE UITFIIN THE
*
EXPERIl.^lITAL GROUP BY DEI-iOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES
Chi-square Values
Categories
Speed of
Re sponse
Rate of
Response
Quantity of
Response
Nature of
Response
Alumni Classes 8, 20 ITS ,485 NS 1.56 NS 78,75 s
Sexes 7.64 ITS 2.24 NS
.31 NS 3.50 NS
Residence Zones 7.64 ITS 9.11 NS 2,07 NS 25,71 S
SAI Levels 1,10 ITS
.13 NS 6.87 S 7.98 S
I,Q, Levels 5.49 NS .49 NS 1.62 NS 5.96 NS
Phase 'Levels 5.23 NS .56 NS 5.04 NS 25.94 s
Fathers’
Occupational Levels
3.97 NS .69 NS 2,66 NS 64,89 S
S = Significant at the ,05 level
ITS = Not significant at the ,05 level
communication stratofjies. Despite the 'tri.llirgness of FOL 6 recii>-
ients (S-^roup) to respond, their survey responses reflected the
highest percentage of attitude negativity, 29.1 percent. However,
for E-group respondents the percentage of negativity drops to 2,2
percent, a decided shift, once again suggesting a relationship be-
tween nature of response and forms of survey communications,
6,
. Respondents in both treatment groups whose fathers v;ere in
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TABLE 21
CHI-SQUABE V/lLUES FOR DIFFEREIICES IR SPEED, RATEQUAIITITY, AIID RATURS op RE3PORSE RITUBI THE
STAlIDi'LRD GROUP BY DSI-IOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES
j
Chi-square Values
—
Categories
Speed of
Response
Rate of
Response
Quantity of
Response
Nature of
Response
Alumni Classes 8,75 N3 .869 RS 11.07 s 90.68 S
Sexes 11,01 S
• 186 RS 5.95 S 20.37 S
Residence Zones 8,96 RS ,854 RS 6.35 NS 131.11 S
SAI Levels 6,21 NS 1,16 RS
.69 RS 106,16 3
I,Q, Levels 1,04 NS 2,69 RS 15.29 s 56.56 S
Phase Levels 9.48 NS 4.75 NS 13.33 S 71.08 s
Fathers*
Occupational Levels
12,96 RS 1.79 NS 14.31 s 177.65 s
S = Significant at the ,05 level
NS = Rot significant at the ,05 level
'
1
Level 3 occupations were the most positive in their attitudes tovrard
the ur^radod program.
7. Comparing relationships between category levels across the
two treatment groups, as shovm in Tables 20 and 21, significant di-
ferencos appear for altunni classes, residence zones, phase levels and
fathers* occupational levels, suggesting that attitude shifts may re-
late to the na.ture of communication strategies.
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Si^ificant Differencos Within Demographic Ca.t.nfrr,Ti
As shovm in Tables 20 and 21, significant differences in re-
sponse appear for certain categories of respondents according to
certain demographic characteristics. Regarding the personalised
treatment, significant differencos in qnantitjr of response are as-
sociated iPith 3AI levels only and in nature of response with all
categories except Sox and I.Q. levels. The formal communication
strategy is associated vith significant differencos in attitude for
all categories and for all except residence zones and SAI levels
where quantity of response is the variable.
Corollary Results
Correlations
1, In the computerized processing of data, coefficients of cor-
relation for selected variables were included in the XTAB library
program prepared at the Research Computing Center at the University
of Massachusetts, A list of selected coefficients together with
their corresponding contingency coefficients are listed in Table 22,
instances sufficient evidence of joint variation or
correlation exists between the uncontrolled variables to warrant
sideration for possible significance to the interpretation of the
results of the study,
a) Phase Levels (2,0 to 4.5+) and SAI Levels (Low to
High) have a correlation coefficient of +.547,
con-
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TABLE 22
C0EFFICIEUT3 AUI) COIJTDIGSilCY COEPPICIEIJTSFOR RiLLATIOIISIUPS BETlffiEH CATEGORIES OF DEI-IOGRAPHIC BATA
Relationship CorrelationCoefficient
Contingency
Coefficient
Phase Levels and Student Activities
Participation (Lou to Hi^jh)
.547
.695
Phase Level and Otis Intelligonce
Test Scores (Lou to High)
.711
.811
Quantity of Response and Alumni
Classes (Lou to High, » 66~» 69 ) .059
.467
Speed of Response (Vfeve I-IV) and
Fathers' Occupational Levels (l-6)
-.006
.546
Quantity of Response (Lou to High)
and Fathers' Occupational Levels (l-6)
-.103
.567
Speed of Response (Have I-IV) and Otis
Intelligence Test Scores (Lou to High)
-.010
.894
Quantity of Response (Lou to Hi;^h)
and Otis Intelligence Test Scores
(Lou to High)
.087
.915
Speed of. Response (Have I-IV)
and Phase Level (Lou to High)
.031 .666
Quantity (Lou to High) and
Phase Level (Lou to High)
.178
.693
Speed (Have I—IV) and Student
Activities Participation (Lou to High) .018
.450
Quantity (Lou to High) and Student
Activities Participation (Lou to High) .123
1
CO
•
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b) Phaoe Lev.1. (2.0 to 4.5.) and Otia Intellisonoe Toat Soonoa
(lOK to Hleh) have a correlation coefficient of
.,711.
o) Ciuantity of Hesponse (lou to Hieh) and Phaae Levola (2.0 to
4.5+) have a correlation coefficient of +.I78.
Cjpose-tahulations of Deir.o~ranhic Data
The Procrain made available printouts of cross-tabula-
tions of frequencies accordins to the various combinations of demo-
graphic data. As they relate to the particular respondent character-
istics under investisation, certain observations which have special
teportance to the investia-ation are included in the presentation of
results.
1. Seventy-one percent of the addressees at the presumably
averaee phase level, Level 3, had Otis intellisenoo scores which
ranged between I05 and I24,
2. Residence Zone 17 and Residence Zone V represent distinct
differences in types of fathers* occupations. Forty-three percent
of the Zone V fathers were in "technological" occupations, in con-
trast to only 17 percent of the Zone IV fathers. IJhile 25 percent
of the Zone IV fathers were in "general cultural and science" pur-
suits, only 18 percent of the Zone V fathers were so involved.
3. Occupational levels contrast sharply between Residenze Zone
III and Residence Zone V, ITearly 11 percent of the Zone V fathers
were enployed at the lowest occupational level compared >ri.th only
about 2 percent in Zone III, At the highest occupational level
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about 38 percent of the Zone III fathers were represented in con-
trast to about 13 percent of the Zone V fathers. These differences
suggest that relatively few of the professional staff at the in-
stitutions of higher learning wore living in Zone V, which includes
the throe outlying tovmships of a suburban-rural nature.
4. Zones III and V present contrasts in Otis scores as she™
by the matrix below,
Otis Scores Zone 3 Zone 5
Below 105 12^0 33^
Above 125 23fo 14^
5* Only one addressee who had been phased abo-'/e the 3,5 level
had a father at Level 6, lowest occupational lovel, while 90 ad-
dressees whose fathers wore in Level 1 occupations i;ere so phased,
Hovrever, 7 percent of the fathers worked at Level 6 occupations and
23 percent at Lovel 1 occupations, a ratio not reflected by the
phasing.
6. Lower-phase students were not active in school activities
apparently
,
particulaj?ly in contrast to higher—phase students who
were relatively active. Of those addressees at or below the 2©5
phase level, 80 percent had low SAI ratings; 0 percent rated high.
By contrast, of addressees at or above the 4,0 phase level 54 per-
cent were rated highly active; only I5 percent had low SAI ratings.
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Early Response and Quantity of Besponse
The supposition that the early respondents, since they
seemed to he favorably disposed toward oooperatins with the surveys
purposes, might contribute more responses is borne out by the re-
sults. Of the respondents to the initial mailing 62.5 percent of
those contributing above average quantities of response replied, in
contrast to 42.3 percent in the low quantity category. Totaling
Srave I and Have II percentages (early respondents) and Haves III
and IV (late respondents) and contrasting the totals the distinction
IS quite apparent between Low and High quantity respondents. The
High-early respondents total to 77.1 percent, while the Low-early
respondents total to 66.7 percent. Overall differences are not
quite significant for the chi-square test. Between ijaves I and II
the variations in frequency patterns across categories are signifi-
cants chi-square = 8.26 for p. = .05 and 1 df, lending further support
to the supposition regarding- speed and quantity of response.
(Sbq Table 23 bo 1 91/,
)
Uature of Response and 3-peed of Resiionse
There are distinct and statistically significant differ-
ences betvreen the positivity and negativity of response across mail-
ing waves, particularly between ifeve I and IJave III, The indica-
tions are that response
-to ratin^p scales prows more nepative the
lonper the respondents take to respond. Differences betvreen Haves
I and II are slipht; however, overall differences across all four
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- TABLE 23
Quantity
Low
0-57
Avora^o
58-62
Abovo kverasQ
63-70
High
71-90
p^Ci!/I'Itags op rsspoi'Jbeuts dj each
I'lAlLIlIG HAVE ACCORBII'IG TO QUANTITY
OP RESPONSE CONTRIBUTED
(N) II
189 42.9 23.8
108 50.0 22.2
80 62.5 13.8
35 48.5 28.6
25.0
13.8
14.3
2.8
10.0
8.6
Chi-square (overall) = 16.23
Almost significant, p = .05, 9 df
Chi-square (Between Naves I and IIl)= 8.26
Significant, p =.05, 3 df
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TABLE 24
'
POSITIVITY AKD I^EGATIVITY OF RESPONSE
,
ACCORBUIG TO SPEED OF RESPONSE
FOR E-GROUP RESPONDENTS
-
. .
Positivi
Weighted
Responses Percent
Negativity
Weighted
Responses Percent
Hailing Naves
I 928 92.5 74 7.5
II 410 92.1 35 7.9
III 270 85.5 46 14.5
IV 22 91.6 2 8,4
Chi-sq.uare (ovorall) = 16,06
Significant, p=.05, 3 df
Chi-sq.uare (botueon Nave I and Nava III) = 14.93
Significant, p=.05, 1 df
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mailing waves proved statis Lically significant, I6.O6 for p = .05
for 3 df. The chi-square for differences between Ifaves I and III
vas significant, 14.93 for p =.05 at 1 df,
(See Table 24 abovo.)
Scale Comparison: Semantic Differential and Likert-tyre
Scales
Part I-B of the survey instrument consisted of seven-in-
terval seir.a.ntic differential scales with which respondents could
rate four concepts including "The Ungraded Program" concept. Part
II—A of the survey instrument offered respondents the opportunity
of rating the specific facets of the same program using a Likert-
type scale also consisting of seven intervals, also reflecting de-
grees of intensity of attitude in positive and negative directions
from a neutral interval.
Where either type of scale represents an alternative or sun—
plement to the other as a means of capturing attitudinal sets in
ways that lend themselves to similar mathena.tical and sta,tistical
manipulations, the present study afforded an interesting opportunity
for a comparison of the results of both types of scales having been
used by the same subjects - for the most part - in rating the same
broad concept,
suits
'
1 , Differences in positivity and' negativity of response in
the Standard Group were significant between scales. The chi-
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TABLE 25
A COILPABISOII CP THE ATTITUDES TOH^-JU) TTIE NOFGRAD^n
procrai.; as ^sassB by thb sa.iAi.-Yic dippS?SAUB LDC3RT-TYPE SC/ilSS Op THE SURVEY IHSTRUI.;eHT
experiiieiital group rathtgs
Scales
+3 +2 +1
-1
-2
-3
Semantic
Differential
(Part I-B)
912 564 153 43 72 42
Likert—type
(part II-A)
786 626 304 61 48 90
Semantic
Positivity of Response Negativity of Response
Differential 1629 159
Likert—type 1716 199
Chi-square = 2.73 US (1 df) p=.05
STAUDARD GROUP RATIUG3
Scales +3 +2 + 1 -1
-2
-3
Semantic
Differential 1944 1286 367 102 108 270
Likert-type 1455 1484 808 174 90 147
Semantic
Positivity of Response Negativity of Response
Differential 3747 411
Likert-type 3597 486
Chi-square = 7.611 Significant (l df) p=.05
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square values of 7.611 was significant at the p. = .05 level
for one degree of freedom,
2. Differences in nature of response were not significant,
however, betiroen scales for the Experimental Group.
3 . Results sviggest that the semantic differential is more
likely to capture extremities of attitude, except that when
respondents ha-'/e received personalized communications the se-
mantic differential will be more sensitive to the mollifica-
tion of extreme negative attitudes, Rote should be made that
the (-3 ) responses to the semantic differential were 270 for
the S-group but only 42 for the E-group, Dote, also, should
be made of the disproportionate differences between the (+2)
and (+3 ) intervals for the two scales,
(•S0O Table 25 above.)
Findings
Based on the results of the study set forth above the following
major findings are presented for consideration as they relate to the
two objectives of the study;
• Objective 1 ,; To compare the response characteristics of ad-
dressees in the Experimental Group with the response characteristics
of addressees in the 3tanda,rd Group.
Finding's relating the experimental communication strategies and
sneed of response
1 . The E-group respondents tended to respond significantly
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aoonor than the S-group respondents who had received formal
survey communications,
2
. 1/hile the E-group had higher percentages of respondents
to the first three mailing’s, the difference was greatest in
response to the initial mailing, I5.4 percent,
3 « Relatively few recipients in the E-group responded ( 3 ) to
the final reminder mailing compared with the S-group recipi-
ents who responded ( 3 l),
4 . The largest drop in response ( 23,9 percont) came in the
ii—group bo tvroen the initia.1 mailing and the first rerainder,
5. The first and second reminders to both groups of addres-
sees ax)poa,r to have been equally effective.
Comments
Uhilo an initial rosjjonse of 30 perce2it is not poor, since
recipients in the present investigation were not v^idcly scattered
geographically and wore generally not far removed from home ties, the
30 percont 3-group initial response suggests a reluctance to ansirer
mail surveys, which may bo identifiable in certain specific categor-
ies of respondents.
Findings relating the experimental communication strategies and
rate s of response
1 . Recipients of the personalized survey communications re-
sponded at a significantly higher rate (85.2 percont) than did
recipients of the formal survey communications (66,7 j^ercent).
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Comments
Had tho follow-up purvey included only throe r.ailinG- waves
tho final response rates would have been 83.3 percent and 60.2 per-
cent rospoctively.
ro
,
lg
.;y. r^r the e.-merimental communications str.q.tn^n ao and
quantity of resronso
1. Eeoipionts of the personalized survey oommuni cations did
not contribute significantly (p =.05) larger quantities of re-
sponsG
,
Conuaents
A somouhat highor porcontage of
tributed a hi/::h nur.-ibcr of responsos and a
contributed an average number.
S—group respondents con—
someifhat louer "Dercenta^e
the e:rporimontal communications strategics and
nature of response
1 , The nature of the responses, reflecting the attitudes
toward a curriculum innovation, contributed by those resnond-
ents who had rocoivod the personc.lized sur\'e5’- communications
was not significantly (p = *05) different from the nature of
the responses from respondents who had rocoivod the formal
communi cations
•
Cojnments
Tho stcatistical difforonces in neutrality of rosponse and
extreme polarity (+3 or -3 ) of response were not significant, 3ig-
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nificant shifts in proportionality occurred at the (~l) and (~2)
intervals! however, the frequencies for these intervals are rela-
tivcly small.
Objective 2. s To
sponse characteristics
examine possible relationships between re-
and demographic characteristics for addres-
sees in both the Experiraental and Standard Groups.
i
!^:g.^atin,q to speed of response and the demographic chareo.t.eT^-
istics of respondents
1. ii.xp9rimontal Group differences in frequencies of respond-
ents across the first three mailing waves are not significant
for any demographic category. Speed of response for respond-
ents receiving personalised communications appears not to be
associated with selected demographic characteristics. The
same holds true for the Standa,rd Group recipients idlth the
exception of the male-female category where females displayed
significantly earlier response, particularly to the initial
mailing.
2, Relatively high percentages of respondents to the initial
mailing were recorded for the Glass of I967, for Residence
Zone III (recent, high-quality residential dwellings central-
suburban)
,
for the Otis 125+ I.Q. Score level, for those who
had been highly active in school activities, for Phases 2.0,
3*5y £^nd 4,0, and for Fathers* Occupational Levels 2 and 4,
all £unong those receiving the personalized treatment.
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3. Relatively lot: percentc^ea of respondents to tho initial
inaillno were recorded for the Class of 1967
,
for males, for
Residence Zone IV (older direllings, central business area) and
Zone V (rural-suburban, outlying tovniships), for the louest
level of Otis I.Q. Scores, for those who had participated the
least in school activities, and for those whose fathers were
in Level 5 occupations, all ajnong the S-group, those receiving
the formal survey communications,
4. The ejipcrimental treatment was not associated with signifi-
cant shifts in response patterns between levels for any demo-
graphic categories except phase levels and fathers’ occupational
levels. In both instances the e^q:)eriraental treatment vras asso-
ciated id.th the narrowing of the differences in frequencies.
Comments
IJavo IV drew very few respondents in tlie E-group and was
not included in the statistical comparisons, llevortheless, the low
frequency has meaning when response behavior is analysed.
In throe instances highest initial response is followed by low-
est second wave response. This phenomenon occurred in the E-group
for Residence Zone III and Pha-se 3*5 and in the S—group for Residence
Zone III and Phase Level 4»5+» (Zone III has high percentages of
fathers employed at the hignest level and, of students with liigh Otis
scores.
)
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latino to rate of response and the demo,c;rg,^hig
chj.r'ac'borl s~ti cs of* rsopondoyi'ts
1.
Experirnontal Group differences in rates of response are
not significant for any denographic category. Rate of response
for respondents receiving personalised connunications appear
not to be associated with selected denographic characteristics.
The sane holds true for all categories of Standard Group re-
cipients.
2. Of those receiving personalised connunications, rates of
response of 90.0 percent or higher were recorded for the Class
of 1969, for highly active participants in school activities,
for those at Phase Levels 3.5 and 4.O, and for those with
fathers in Level 2 and Level 4 occupations.
3. The relatively lowest rates of response, all for Standard
Group recipients, were recorded for the Class of I966, for
thooe with Otis scores below IO4, for the least active in
school activities, for those in Phase Levels 2.5 and 2.0 or
below", ancL for those vrith fathers in Lo"vel 5 occupa'fcions.
4. The exporinental treatnent was associated with significant
shifts in response rates only between the sexes and between
residence zones, although the chi-sque.res wore not high,
iialos had a rate of response loirer than females in the 3-group
by 4.4 percentage points, but they had a 2.0 percent higher
rate in the 3-group. (Loth sexes had higher E—group rates.)
Rosidonce Zones I and V had almost identical response rates
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in the o-group lihile in the 3
-group the rates, although
higher, had separated by 6.4 percentage points. The reversal
itself is more significant than the degree since frequencies
in the E-group are relatively low for Zone I,
5. The response rates for respondents with fathers at the
lowest occupational level are rather surprising. Their rate
of resp;onso is ohe highest in the S—group, and, in the E—group
their rate, while average for tho category, is distinctly
highor them that for Level 5 and that for Level 1 .
6, There iras no ca.se wliero the S—group resiDonse ra,te was
higher than the E-group rate for the same level. In two cases
the rates wore relatively close. It is interesting that they
should be below average rates and be for Phase Level 4 ,p+ and
for Fathers’ Occupational Level 1 , One might be inclined to
generalise that professors' childi'on who are \/ell above average
in intelligence do not cooperate irell with surveys, at least
' not as well as laborers' children t;ho have received person-
alised couimunications.
Comments
Variability of response rates is dramatised by the range
of 56.7 percent between recipients at the lowest phase level (S-
group) and those xrith fathers in tho high Level 2 occupations in
the E-group
.
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^indirij^s r'Glatinf^ to ouan t i
t
re sponse ojid the doraOjO-rn-p h-i a
cnaracteri sties of respondents
1. Exi^ericiental Group differences in quantity of response are
si^jnificant only across the three levels of student activities
indexes uhore distinctions appear particularly betvrcen those
highly active and those least active. More than five times as
many respondents who had been highly active in school affiars
contributed high quantities of responses. At the opposite ex-
treme, lou SAI respondents contributed loir quantities against
only 1 high SAI respondent.
In the Standard Group all categories except tiro, residence
zones and SM rating’s, had significant differences in quanti-
ties of response.
The experimental treatment seoras to have heightened dif-
ferences in quantity among SAI levels, although loir cell fre-
quencies made it irlse to combine the respondents into those
who contributed Loir and Average quantities and those who con-
tributed Above Average and High,
2, The highest percentage of respondents for the (Above Aver-
‘^'^"High) quantity was recorded for those who had been the most
active in senool affairs. For the High quantity sepa,ra,tely it
was the Phase 3.5 respondents who had the highest percentage.
Botii were S-group recipients.
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3. The highest percentage of respondents for the (Loi;-Average)
quantity iras recorded for Fathers' Occupational Level 4 of the
S-group,
4. In only one instance uas the percentage of respondents less
in the High quantity classification for the 3-group than in the
S-.group across all category levels. That was recorded at
Fathers' Occupational Ix3vel 1. Tliis fact siiggosts that, while
the difference was not significant, the personalized treatment
tends to promote more responses. For those levels which have
indicated response reluctance the differences in quantity are
distinct hetvrcen treatment grouns.
5. The experimental treatment was not associated with signifi-
cant shifts in response patterns betvjeen the category levels
except for Otis I.Q. scores and Fathers' Occupational Levels
where it seems to have increased proportionately the number of
respondents from the lowest Otis score level and from the low-
est occupational levels.
relating to nature of response and the demoa-raphic
characteristics of respondents
1. Experimental Group differences in nature of response are
significant across five of the seven demographic categorios of
respondents, alurani classes, residence zones, SAI levels, phase
levels, and fathers' occupational levels and across all seven
demographic categories in the Standard Group, The Class of 196?,
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fcnales (S-group mly)
,
^esidenao Zones III, IV and V, lovrest
and highest Otis I.Q. score levels (S-group only), highly act-
ive participants in school activities. Phase Levels 3.5 and
4.0, and Fathers' Occupational Level 4 and 6 (E-group) and
Fathers' Occupational Level 3 (S-group) gave evidence of re-
sponding less negatively.
2
. Lowest evidence of negativity of attitude toward the cur-
riculum innovation for respondents who had received the per-
sonalized survey communications v;as recorded for the Class of
1967, Fathers' Occupational Level 3 and Fathers' Occupational
Level 6
,
all wltn less than 3 percent of the i^eighted responses
reflecting a negative attitude,
3 . Highest negativity was recorded in the Standard Group.
Residence Zone I, the low school activity jDarticipants, and
those whose fathers irere in the lovrost level occupations liad
percentages of weighted negative responses higher than twenty
percent.
4 * evidence was mixed tha,t the experimental treatment vras as-
sociated with significant shifts in response patterns betTOen
levels i’or all demographic categories. Alumni classes, resi-
dence zones, phase levels and fathers' occupational levels re-
corded significant differences at the ,05 level. Sex, Otis
scores and SAI levels did not.
Kegativity in general tended to decrease whore significant
differences exist, yet there were exceptions. The E-group
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no^rati^dty is higher for the Class of I966 and for the loirest
pnase level.. Tliese inconsistencies must be considered vn.th the
low cell frequencies in mind.
Comments
Had the curriculm innovation been generally less ire 11-
received the effects of the personalized treatment may have been
more dramatic. Tlie indications of acceptanco of the program are
consistent uith the findings reported by Fredrickson et al (1968),
Corollary Findings
1. Lloro often than not the higher subjects of tlie study had
been nhased ohe more ant they were to have participated act-
ively in school affairs.
Comments
This is not surprising, since academic success and general
involvement uith the school affairs seem to be part of a common
teenage life-style. Identifying distinct statistical correlation
between these tiro variables can help to explain similarities in re-
sponse characteristics between the tvro demographic categories,
2 , Phase levels and intelligence test scores had a relatively
high correlation for subjects of the study.
Comments
/igain this relationship can explain similarities in re-
sponse characteristics between the two categories.
1373.
To sono extent, the hieher that reepondence had been
phaeed tn the uneraded prosrajn, the sore responees they
contributod.
Commonts
Students in the upper phases would be inclined toward
relatively more verbalising^ of their opinions.
4. Phase Three of the un^jraded prograir;, as addressees had
experienced it, should not be regarded as designed for stu-
dents of average intelligence by conunon standards.
5. The area served by a regional high school can bo divided
into zones which are distinct in their socio-economic charac-
ter? sti^s and, to imryir^g degrees, in the sur---'- ——
characteristics associated with their residents to whom eval-
uative follo-w~ups may bo addressed.
6.
It was unlikely that men employed at the lowest occupa^
tional level had children in Phase 4 or Phase 5.
7.
Subjects of the stud;^’- who had been relatively low partici-
pants in school activities were apt to be in the lo^Ter phases
in the uni'^raded program.
Comments
Again this condition boo,rs on similarities in response
characteristics between the tiro categories.
6, Early respondents tended to contribute more responses.
9» Response to rating scales tended to grow more negative the
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lon^or respondents delayed in responding. Differences in at-
titude were significant at the
.05 le',n)l when noasurcd across
all four mailing waves.
Comments
Only three E-group respondents returned the final mailing,
Ihc personalised commauni cations may have encountered the "hard-coro”
non-respondents sooner than the formal comjnunications.
10. For the Experimental Group the semantic differential scale
and the Likert-type scales gave similar reflection of attitude
toirard tiie ungraded program.
Comments
Vh'ite-in spaces wore included between the Likert-type
scales. Respondents made extensive use of those spaces to add com-
ments, many of which have proved valuable to the school staff.
CHAPTER V
SUIRHYRY, COiJGLUSIOHS, ME RECOI.Q.IEI'JPATIONS
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C II A P T E R V
OONCLUoIOUE, /^yx, RBGOm.iEITOATTOTJF^
Sumaiy of tho Study
i. an increasing need for reliable and efficient methods
for evaluating school programs. There is also a real need for the
rofinemont of follov-up techniques. Reflecting these needs, two
n.ain objectives were established for the present investigation: (l)
to compare tho response characteristics of personalised survey re-
cipients with those of recipients roceivinff foinal or non-personal
communications and (a) to examine survey response in the light of
tho demographic nature of addressees. The study was conducted with
the expectation that the data collected and analysed ,dll lead to
more effective procedures for obtaining from graduates useful eval-
uations of their soconday school experiences.
A six-page survey instrument was pro-tested and finalised to
include both semantic differential scales and Likert-type scales for
rating tho ungraded program, im initial mailing consisting of the
survey instrument and a self-addressed stamped envelope was sent by
first-class mail to members of the four most recent classes to grad-
uate from the subject high school, the Classes of 1966, 1967, 1968,
-nd 1969. Only ;;raduates who had completed four years of attondanoo
wore included in tho study. Special personalized survey communica^
tions were directed toward 156 experimental subjects who wre so-
lectod at random from the subject population, such that twenty-five
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poroent of oaoh alumni olaos uao included in tho oxporimontal group.
A non-personal approach using standard, formal oommunication strate-
eios was diroctod toward the remaining 469 subjocts. Ihreo reminder
notices were sent at two-weok intervals to remaining non-respondents
in each treatmont group according to a pro-established mailing calen-
dar. Communication strategies included special reminder slips for
tho standard subjects and special personalized reminder nossag-es for
the experimental subjects.
After survey data was gathered, coded and key-punched, it was
processed at the Research Computing Center of the University of Llas-
sachusotts. Total frequencies of respondents according to the speed,
rate, quantity and nature of their response were tabulated with re-
goa*d to the experimental and standard treatments and to the selected
demographic characteristics of color, sex, father's occupational
level, Otis intelligence test score, student activities index level,
and average phase level as a senior. Using the XT/iB program with
the CDC-3600 computer, relationships between and among the various
total frequencies were submitted to statistical analysis, producing
contingency tables based on the chi-square statistic.
Conclusions of the Study
The following conclusions can bo supported by the findings of
tho stud^r as these findings relate to tho problem under investiga-
tion and to the specific hypotheses proposed for testing:
The Statement of the Problem presented in Chapter I of this
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study posod the question of whether it is feasible to obtain oval-
uativo feedback from recent high school alumni by surveying a twenty-
five percent random sample using personalized communication strate-
gies rather than by surveying an entire group of graduates in the
conventional formal manner. In view of the findings of this study
it is the major conclusion that the random sample, personalized ap-
proach is feasible. Subsequent conclusions irill support this major
conclusion. They in. 11 indicate that personalized coirmunications
promote a higher rate of response with less delay, that personali-
zation may produce somewhat larger quantities of response without
significant distortion of the nature of response. These advantages
can be obtained at a reduction in clerical costs, with fewer ad-
dressees to conta.ct, additional tailoring of the survey to the
graduates as individuals becomes possible.
The follo;ring conclusions, supported by the findings of the
study are listed as they relate to the general and specific hypothe-
ses proposed for testing;
General Ijyijothesis I: The response of addressees in the Ex-
perimental Groun will differ significantly (p=.03) in speed, rate
,
quantity, and nature from the response of addressees in the Standard
Group.
Specific Hypothesis I-A ; Addressees in the Experimental
Group will respond significantly sooner (p=.05) than addressees in
the Standard Group,
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Conclusion:
faster response,
respondents to tho
The personalized treatment promoted significantly
The experimental group had higher percentages of
first three mailings ifith response to the initial
mailing being I5.4 percent greater.
g£Q 2lTlc_l^othesis I-B : Addressees
will respond at a significantly higher rate
in the Standard Group,
in the Sxperiraental Group
(p=. 05 ) than addressees
Conclusion: The personalized treatment promoted a signifi-
oantly higher rate of response. Graduates in the Experimental Group
had a final response rate of 85.2 percent compared with 66.7 percent
for those in the Standard Group, Purthertiore
,
had the study con-
sisted of throe mailings instead of four tho final response rates
would have hoen 83,3 percent and 60,2 percent respectively, an even
greater difference,
ci fi c
_
Hypotho si s I-C : For the Experimental Group, the
average number of responses per respondent vri.ll be significantly
greater (p=.05) than for the Standard Group.
Conclusion; The personalized treatment did not promote a
significantly greater average number of responses per respondent,
Ilovrevor, personalization tended to promote a somewhat higher per-
centage of respondents who were vri-lling to contribute high quanti-
ties of response and a lower percentage of respondents who contrib-
uted only an average number of responses.
Specific Hypothesis I-b ; The Experimental Group will show a
nature of response significantly more positive (p=.05) than the
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nature of rosponae shorn by tho Standard Group,
Conclusion: Tho personalized treatment did not promote a
nature of response uhioh uas significantly more positive. Prom
this conclusion it can be assumed that the personalization of suiv
vey communications does not interfere ;ri.th tho survey's effective-
ness as a method for eliciting reliable evaluations from graduates.
Genoral H.-^/nothesis II; Those statistical relationships which
may be shojm to exist between se lected demographic characteristics
i^.umni classes, males and females, fathers' occupational levels.
£ti3 intelligence tost scoros, residence zones, levels of student
activities participation, and average phases as seniors) and spe-
cific measurements of response (speed, rate, quantity and nature)
~t;he same for addressees in tho Bxnerimental Group as com-
pared vritn addressees in the Standard Group«
^ocifi c ^/pothesis II-A; Statistical relationships between
the selected demographic characteristics of addressees and speed of
response will be the same for addressees in the Experimental Group
as compared with addressees in the Standard Group.
Conclusions The personalized treatment did not promote any
icant difference in speed of response for particular demo-
graphic characteristics except phase levels and fatliers' occupa**
tional levels where the personalization tended to narrow differences.
In other words, no particular type of survey recipient was encouraged
to respond sooner having roceived personalized survey communications.
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3tatioUoal rolation.Mpa
.ot»o„
the aolootod dcnographio ohaPaotoristio. of add.oscooa and rate of
rooponao vail bo tbo oa.o for addnoaseoa in tbo E.poni.antal Gnoup
ao ooaparod vath addroaeoeo in the Standard Group.
Conclusion: Tho porsonalizod treatment
nificantly higher rates of response according
of survey recipients.
did not promote sig-
to particular types
—
°ifi° TT-G : Statistioal rolationahipo betveon
selootod denvosraphio oharaotoriatioa of addresoeea and quantity of
response uin be the oarve for addroesoes in the Experimental Group
as compared uith addressees in the Standard Group.
Conclusion: The personalized treatment did not promote sig-
nificantly higher quantities of response according to particular
types of survey recipients, except that it increased proportion-
ately the number of respondents from the lovrost Otis score level
and irom the lowest occupational level,
^neoific Hynothesis TT-Tl: Statistical relationships betvreen
selected demographic characteristics of addressees and nature of
response tall be the same for addressees in the Experimental Group
as compared with addressees in the Standard Group.
Conclusion: The personalized treatment had a nixed effect on
the various demographic categories of recipients. Bot.roen treatment
,_,roups there were significant differences in response patterns for
alumni classes, residence zones, phase levels and fathers* occupew
tional levels. Biffcronces were not significant between treatments
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for malos and females for lovola of Otia intollisonoe soorosc e and
ticipafion in school activitiGs are strong enough to prevail against
the personalization influence, which in itself is a most interest-
ing conclusion.
Additional Information
The following additional items of information are draim from
a review of the findings of the study:
1. Response to the initial mailing for recipients of per-
sonalized communications varied according to the demographic nature
of the recipients. Relatively high percentages of response to the
initial mailing were recorded for the Class of I967, for Residence
Zone III, for the I25+ Otis intelligence tost score level, for those
highly active in school activities, for Phases 2.0, 3.5, and 4.0,
and for Fathers' Occupational Levels 2 and 4.
2. The personalized treatment promoted decidedly high rates
of response from certain recipients according to their demographic
nature. Rates of 90.0 percent or higher were recorded for the Class
of 1969, for highly active participants in school activities, for
those phased at levels 3.5 and 4.0 and for those whose fathers are
in Level 2 and Level 4 occupations.
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3 . ^i£?nificant differoncos in quantity of response aro as-
sociated uith recipients* fonner participation in school
Comparing response from those who had been highly active
ectivities,
with those
who had been least activo, more than five times as many highly ac-
tive rospondonts contributed high quantities of response.
4
.
nature of response ^ried significantly according to the
denographic nature of respondents. Significant differences appeared
anong all seven categories for the Standard Group and anong five of
the seven categories in the Experinental Group. For exaa.ple, among
respondents who had received the personalised treatment the lovrest
evidence of negativity was recorded for the Class of I967, for
Fathers' Occupational Level 3 and Fathers' Occupational Level 6,
all idth less than 3 percent of their responses reflecting a nega-
tive attitude. In contrast, among the Standard Group, residents of
Zone I, low school activity participants, and those w}>ose fathers
were in the lowest level of occupations had more than twenty percent
of their responses on the negative side.
5.
In view of the foregoing it appears that in order to ob-
tain oqual response representation from all typos of recipients it
IS necessary to either select a stratified random sample of subjects
or woi^jht responses.
6.
In eliciting reflections of attitudes toward school pro-
grams from graduates, semantic differential scales of established
evaluative strength and appropriate Likort-typo scales can servo to
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comploment each other. The UG0 of both typos of a SGvon-interval
soalo givoa doalrablo floxlbility to the evaluation inotz™ent.
7 . A single form of an evaluative survey instrumont is not
likoly to serve all purposes. Rooipients who scored very high on
the Otis tost of intelligonoe, who iroro phased high, and whoso
fathers woro in the highest level of occupations seemed inclined
to rojoot rating soalos in favor of written exposition of their
thoughts. In contrast, recipients with opposite characteristics
seoraod to be more coinfortablo ;7ith rating scales. Survey instru-
ments tailored to tho demographic nature of recipients should prove
to be the most effective.
8. For a personalized follow-up three mailing waves should
be sufficient. Results of the present study suggest that after
three contacts using personalized communication strategics almost
all recipients who intend to respond have responded. The small
percent of ’'hard-core" non-respondents are not likely to cooperate
The fourth mailing prodded returns from only an additional 1.9 per-
cent of the Experimental Group,
Recommendations of the Study
The recommendations listed below are submitted for considora-
tion in the light of tho various findings and conclusions of the
present study.
Recommendations Rolatinp; to an Evaluativo Survey Instrumont
1 » Certain types of respondents wore inclined to furnish
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above averaso quantities of rosponss. They chose to mito in ro-
moxks uhorever space permitted, and, some took the time to oompeso
notes uhioh elaborated on the attitudes which they had revealed in
the rating scales. For these types of respondents the survey in-
strument should include an additional sheet of paper lined on both
3idos.
2. A connittee of graduates should be formed to assist in
pro touting or refining of evaluative survey instruments. Such
a committee should bo representative of the various demographic
classifications identified in the present study.
Recommendations lielating to Evaluative Survey Procedures
1. A personalized preparatory mailing in the form of a hand-
written postal card message might prove effective. It should inform
prospective recipients that they will be surveyed and to what pur-
pose. This approach has support from some previous research and
I
might provoke sufficient response as to make a second reminder mail-
j
umiGcossary, depending on infomation sought and from whom.
I
2. Tho survey mailing intervals should he spaced so as to in-
clude three wookends in each interval,
|j
3. Since a high percentage of today's high school graduates
I
enter advanced education, tho months of October, November, and De-
j
comber are the most propitious for conducting follow-ups. These
I
months are less apt to be interrupted by orientation periods, exam-
I
inations, lengthy recesses or outdoor activities. An autumn mailing
period might well start on or about October 26 and extend over nine
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uooLends. ouon a mailin.'j period would include the Thonliocivinj
wookond as
-.roll as the early part of the Christmas iiocess when
college students would most likely he at home to receiyo their
mail directly,
4. A member of the school staff should be made responsible
for keeping accurate and up-to-date alumni records to include in-
formation on advanced schooling, achievements, employments, any
information which will promote continued personal relationships
with graduates in the absence of a regular alumni magazine or
bulletin,
5. Specific plans should be formulated for the dissemination
of information retrieved.
Recommendations Relating to Further Research
1* It is recommended that the subject school system test the
findings and conclusions of the present study by conducting another
evaluative follow-up study in the autumn of 1970, Basod on a model
derived from the present study this follow-up could evaluate the un-
graded program again or evaluate a different educational innovation.
It might be even more interesting to do both evaluations using sep-
arate random samples draim from the Class of 1970.
2. It would also be interesting to test the feasibility of a
model of a personalized evaluative follow—survey on a random sample
of graduates from each of five or six high schools representative of
other types of schools and communities.
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3. An investigation should be oonduotod into procedures for
the successful dissemination of evaluative feedback to all persons,
for whom it would prove beneficial. Such an investigation might
well include a determination of viable procedures for originating
subsequent evaluations.
4. Further study could be made of the problem of who should
sign a personalized survey cover letter. If an Evaluation Survey
Committee is established, the need for an authority figure may bo
obviated. Each personalization could then be related to the most
plausible member of the committee, which would include seniors and
alumni as well as professional staff members. The choice of signer
may be varied irith the survey being conducted.
5* Future research might vrell include a testing of the hypothe-
sis that respondents whose families have resided in an area for a
generation or more tend to have attitudes distinct from respondents
whose families are relative "noi;comers”. Such research may relato
survey response more directly with residence mobility than with resi-
dence zones.
appendix I
ROE'S Ti70~NAY CLASSIFICATION
OF OCCUPATIONS
TABLE
ROE '3 TliO-T-rAY CLASSIPICATIOH
OP OCCUPATIOns
Level
$
Group
I. Service II. Business
Contact III, Organiz.itioii IV. Technology V. Outdoor VII. Science VII. General
Culturn!
VIII. Arts and
Entertainment
1
Personal rncrnpisU
Social worK siiper-
visors
Counselors
rronioUra United States Presi-
dent and Caoinct
officers
Industrial tycoons
International
bankers
Inventive geniuses
Consuiiingorciiiet
engineers
Ships’ com-
manders
Consulting
speciaiists
Research scientists
I'ldversity, coiicge
faculties
Medical .specialists
Museum curators
Suprcnic Court
*1 usiices
University, college
faculties
Prophets
Scholars
Creative artists
- ciioi pleat
Teachers, univer-
sity equivalent
Museum curators
•
Social workers
Occupational llicr-
apist-s
Probalion, truant
oflicers (witli
Irainin/?)
Promoters
Public relations
counselors
Certified pul)lic
necountants
Husiness and govern-
nient executives
Union officials
Hrokers, average
•Vpplicd scic?ilisl,.
I'actory managers
Ships’ oflicers
Engineers
Applied seicntisls
Landowners and
operators, large
Landscape arclii-
tecls
Scientist?, semi-
independent
Nurses
Pharmacists
Yclcrinarians
Fditors
Teachers, Idgb
school ana ele-
mentary
At hlctes
Art critics
Designers
Music arrangers
3
YMCA oincials
Detectives, }>olice
«er^;cants
Welfare workers
City inspectors
Salesmen: auto,
bond, insurance,
etc.
Dealers, retail and
wholesale
Confidence men
Accountants, aver-
^
age
Kmployrncnl man-
agers
Owners, catering,
<lry-clcaning, etc.
Aviators
(Amtrac^rs
J'oremcrr(DOT I)
Radio operators
County agents
k’arm owners
j*'orcst rangers
Fisli, game
wardens
Technicians, medi-
cal, X-ray,
ID useuiu
Weatlicr observers
Chiropractors
Justices of tlic
I’racc
Radio announcers
Reporters
Librarians
Ad writers
Designers
Interior ilecoralors
Showmen
4
Harbors
Ciicfs
I^racUcal nurses
Policemen
Aiiclioncer.s
Hiiyers (l^OT I)
House canvassers *
Interviewers, poll
Casliicrs
Clerks, credit, ex-
press, etc.
Foremen, ware-
liouse
Salesclerks
Hlacksndtbs
J'dcetriciaiis
kOrcincn (DOT II)
Mechanics, aver-
age
lynboratory
testers, dairy
)>roducts, etc.
Miners
Oil well drillers
Technical assist*
arts
I>aw clerks Ailverli.dng artists
Decorators,
window, etc.
Pholograpliers
Racing car drivers
C
Taxi ilrivcrs
General liousc-
workers
Waiters
City fircnicn
Pcsldlcrs Clerks, file, stock,
etc.
Notaries
Uunners
Typists
Hulldozcr opera-
tors
Deliverymen
Smeller workers
Truck drivers
Gardeners
I'arm tenants
Teamsters, cow-
punrliers
M mcr’s helpers
Vet* rinary hospital
altcndanls
Illustrators, greet-
ing cnr<!s
Showcard writers
Stagehands
Cluiinbor maids
Hospital nllemlants
^'lcVAlo^ operators
Waicbmen
Messenger boys Helpers
Uaborers
^y^anpc^s
YarJmen
Dairy liaiuls
Farm laborers
Lumberjacks
Nontechnical
helpers
in scientific
organization
PE30NALIZED ilUD STAIJDARD COVER LETTERS
STANDARD COVER LETTER 155
—
REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTxilCT
SCHOOL ABilinSTRATION OFB'ICE
______
STREET
, MSSACHU3BTTS
Dear Graduate,
Tou can malce a most important and timely contribution to your hieh
school by oooporatins in this special research project. Recent graduates,
such as yourself, can certainly help the school staff in its efforts to
offer quality education to those students who are following in your foot-
steps.
You will find the enclosed questionnaire and rating froms rather
easy to complete considering the amount of valuable information they
can provide. Please feel free to respond as franlcly as you wish. All
returns irill be kept completeljy confidential.
Please accept our best wishes for success and happiness as you
build your future.
Sincerely yours,
(signature duplicated)
John C, Jones
Assistant Superintendent
enc.
PERSONALIZED COVER LETTER
156
- RSGIOl'lAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL AD:.iBn;STR.VTION OFFICE
CHESTIIUT STREET
, MSSACHUSSTTS
You can make a most important and timely contribution to your high
school by cooperating in this special research project. Recent graduates
such as yourself, can certainly help the school staff in its efforts to
offer quality education to those students who are following in your foot-
steps.
You will find the enclosed questionnaire and rating forms rather
easy to complete considering the amount of valuable information they
can provide. Please feel free to respond as frankly as you wish. All
returns will be kep completely confidential.
Please accept our best wishes for success and happiness as you
build your future.
enc.
/ ^ /
ii
uX
Sincerely yours,
rbhn C, Jones
Assistant Superintendent
APPENDIX III
MESSAGES USED ON COVER LETTERS
TO EXPERIMSin^U. GROUP ADDRESSEES
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MESSAGES USED ON COVER LETl’ERS
TO E}CPBRIl.:SHTi\L GROllP ADDRESSEES^'
Initial Mailin,T
Ray, your help with tills research will bo appreoiatod greatly.
PloasG accept our thanks in advance.
Mailiry^ Rave II
Dan, another try. Your holp counts. ¥ill you pleaso reply if
this second nailiiiij reaches you?
Seriously, Susan, i/e do need the highest percentage of returns
possible,¥on* *t you please try to talce fi-vo minutes to Join your
former classmates in helping out?
Ilailin^g ¥a\n9 IV
Carl, even though Doceraber I5 is the deadline, you still have
a chance to help out.
*The messages were handvrri tten as shoim in the sample cover let'ter
appendix IV
PEiailDER SLIP LIESSAGES
SENT TO STAl'JD.LRD GROUP ADDRiSSSSES
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rs.iiudeh slip l-b
STAID.AJl’D GROUP
3SAGE3 33RT TO
ADI)PI]3S3S3
First Reminder Slin
- (Kailiiig Ifcvo II ) - (Second Mailing)
Dear Graduate,
Just in case our first mailing vrent astray, we aro sending
anotlior ourvey vfitli the hope that it will reach you. Wo need your
response.
IJame of school official
Title
Second Reminder Slin Ilessac^e
Dear Graduate,
(Mailing Rave III)
- (Third Mailing)
This type of survey research needs the highest possible
rate of returns, .le must continue to aslc you to please join the
many cooj)ero.tive graduates by sending back your opinions.
name of school official
Title
Third Reminder Slip Message - (Mailing Rave IV)
- (Fourth and last
mailing)
Dear Graduate,
Vre aro still hoping that you ifill take a few minutes to
join your former classmates in helping us >rith this important re-
search. December 15 has been sot as the de-dline for including re-
turns in the tabulations of ratings.
Sincerely,
N?jno of school official
Title
APPENDIX V
SAI^IPLE OP PAGE TNO
OP THE SURVEY BJSTEUI.iENT
(Personal Data)
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mic:
p/wjlt (Lo6t) TfI^TF
//Oi!P AWnrS']:
pm:unr F’PLfWacuT:
Bnplo//e/L:
Ac'oV^^ ;
0;'
t^i:e
PnJit
-tind
VoiiA {jlAAt cj-plor^mi'it adta^ ppLadmoJ:dont
\'ouA {.ovofiitQ, l(LU>ub'iz timd actdvltid6t
VouA plan6 (pJi {^utu^d onp^o/,/:-,lefiX andJoP tniU^vinat
pppsfjir ncdoOLino op tpajojoc: pm tu.:d Pojit tine
Sdwot J
.
Luda-idd Xu:
PocLU> q{^ 6tadi.{i
SchooZ hdtA,vitiQJ> o.nd Pd^po\'U>d:)ituUiQP i
•'one at tivis tdnt
APVmO'lAL COPdfdTS OP. I'fPOppMlOd:
S^pnatU'ic.
PM n
Tfie nexX Xoo panu talid hat a fcio hiinutdA, to cofwletd. Pac.h 6ot o{, Ka?M\a
fidodLoJi cdJLov'iii iwu to dxpP.eP6 iioioi (\ddttm tcv'iojid a paJiticalaA. '’pnAt' o-^ tkd ichcoi,
T!icA.d ti no uee.u to puzztd ovdP dc.cJi ^.da.Zd, pat a c'’ccfc '.v.a/il'. Xu thd
czntdA o', thd -6 pace ijoa 6dl2dt. A c.hddi nM. placed Xu the center space means that
ijoii have no 0)iX>iXou Xu eJMiea. dtn.ecJ.xon.
cxAiiPLF: u.o:i
I 1 I 7 7 7 7 7 '’PAP0T'!J)dG
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S/J.IPLE OP PAGES THREE AIJD
FOUR OF THE SURVEY IN'STRIR.IENT
(Semantic Differential Scales)
THE STUVB.it activities
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jFPIFWDL/
sosni \/E
\
WjmmiEss
I
WTETESTWG I
SUCCESSFUL I
WSELESS
\pVOGRESSI VE I
3AV
I T 7 7 I 7 7 7
I 7L T/ 7J. 7 T 7 7
7 T I T I 7 7 7
7 7 I 7 7 I 7
7 J I 7 7 7 7
J 1 7 I 7 7 7 7
T 7. 7 7 7 7 7 7
T 7 7 T 7 7 7 T
Ui'JFRWWL'/
'lEGATJVE
UEmUGFUL
30FLUG
Il'ISUCCESSFUL
USEFUL
REGRESSIVE
GOOV
REAS0UA3LE
UUFAJR
UEAR
OPTUiJSTIC
I'JROUC
BAD
posrri VE
SUCCESSFUL
THE SCHOOL ATHJinSTRATJOU
7 7 7 7 ,7 Ti .7 7 UHPEAS0UA3LE
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 FAIR
7 I 7 7 7 7 T 7 STPOIJG
7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 PESS7U7ST7C
7 7 7 7 7 J 7 7 RIGHT
7 7 7 7 7 7 l" 7 GOOS
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 UEGAT7VE
T
i. 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 Unsuccessful
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THE TEACHJK'G
POSJTIUF. 7
FAIH
PLEASUPABLE 1
TIP,ELY
J!!TERESTJ;JG J
BAV
.
IXmLHSU I
OPTJ MISTI C I
ilEGATI HE
KUJV
SUCCESS HIL 7
BAV
PPOGP.ESSIVE I
COMPLETE
OPTIMISTIC I
MFAMIHGFUI. I
I I 7 I 7 7 7 7 MEGATIYE
••
f
1 I 7 T 7 7 T 7 UMLAIR
I T 7 I I 7 7 7 PAWFUL
I 7 7 7 T 7 7 T UMTIMELV
7 I 7 7 7 7 7 BORUIG
I 7 I 7 7 7 7 7 GOOD
I 7 7 7 I 7 7 SELFISH
I 7 7 7 7 7 7 PESSIMISTIC
THE UUGPAVEV PP.OGPAMF
7
.
I. J I I I 7 T POSITIVE
I I 7 7 7 T 7 7 CRUEL
J I 7 7 J.. 7 7 7. UUSUCCESSFUL
J 7 7 T 7 7 7 7‘ GOOV
7 T 7 7 7 7 I 7 REGRESSIVE
7 / rJ. 7 7 I 7 7 WCOMPLETE
7 7 I 7 7 7 7 7 PESSIMISTIC
7 I T 7 T 7 7 MEAniMULESS
APPEUDIX VII
SMPLES OF PAGES FIVE AlvP SIX OF
THE SUPVSY IHSTRUliSHT
HATING FORl-f FOR tor aRJIS TOGPADEO PP.OGPA?^
Cornparod v;ith programs uGo.d in
I67
Program offors
most other high schools, the APP.S Ungradec
ohance...
an a inuch a
excellent ' beft-r-r- " 1- *ucLcer better similar
’
' ics<
1. for 1earniing more.
’
-r
P.emarks
I-
2. for knowing different types of students as persons '0
Rcma rkt
3 . for being yourself— doing your own thina.'-’
n
,
,
^L.
Remarks’’
h, for being graded fairly."’
I 1
Remarks *
future schooling and occupations.
]
for
_
teachcrs to enjoy their v;orl;.t V V>» lv
L] LJ [
Remarks
7 . for developing a positive attitude toward school
a c
Remarks „•
muc’i
less-' little
f
L
r_j L.j r j
(continued)
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a much
cxcellGnt betcfcdr
chancc chance
better
chance
a
Sxinxlar less
cliance chance
much
less
chance
3. for loomin. In different place.s in different
1
r
Remarl's
:
7S . "
I
I I
9. for stodent. and teachers to know each other better an
c
a parsons.
Remark:
10. for parents to knov; and understand the school.
Remarks
:
1
11. for getting special instruction as it is needed
Remarks ;
'
i
Which phase seems to benefit most irora the APKS Ungraded Program?
Remarks
:
How well are the follov7ing serving the ARHS Ungraded Program?
Well Needed
enough improving Comment
Student Activities:
Guidance Office:
Student Privileges*
'file Adminis t ration
?
Lib rary
;
Ath let i c P rog ram
:
Shops and labs
The Teaduirs:
littl
chanc-
r-
—
.
1
APPEKDIX VIII
EVilLUATIVE FACTOR LO/J)IRGS FOR SELECTED ilDJECTIVE
PAIRS AS DETERIilLTSD BY PREVIOUS STUDIES
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PIGUI^3 3
1 ,
2
.
EVALUATIVE FACTOR LOADIHGo FOR SELECTED ADJECTIVE
PAIRS AS DETERI.IH'IED BY PREVIOUS SlUDIES
iliQsauruij ObUd;>' (Os^^ood, Tannenbaim, and Suci, 1957)
good: bad 1,00
fair :uiifair 0.95
succGssfulrunsuccosGful O.5I
right :irrong O.50
positive: negative O.48
progressive: regressive 0,43
intercGting:boring
, 0,40
timely;untimely 0.37
optimistic;pessiraistic 0.37
enso] Ft nb • Rn
^
O,
Gulo Study (1966); Student attitudes toward facets of their
university
"School Activities"
meaningful ;rneanin^^^less 0,82
useful:useless 0,79
progressive ; regressive 0,78
positive ; negative O.7O
successful ;unsuccossful O.6I
"School Administration"
reasonable :u3ireaaonablo O.87
fair; unfair O.85
right O.8O
good; bad O.78
positive: negative 0.75
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PIGITRE 3 — ContinuGc
3 .
Teaching" (Professors)
unsolfish; selfish
. 0.83
intoresting:borin-^'*
.
positive :negative 0.67
timely; untimely.
. . 0, 64
optimistic:possimistic
0.59
Osgood Study (1957): Factor analysis of the evaluative
Sion on the concept "Leadership"
successful :unsuccessful
. . , , , 0.78
rneaning'ful ;m3aningless 0,67
good; bad ....
0, 66
4 . Solomon Study
-~-U.S. Havy (Osgood, Tannenbaum
Good: bad a
and Suci, I957)
5 . Tucker oxudy (Osgood, Tannenbaum and Suci, 195?)
meaningful tmeaningloGs 0,79
(Osgood, Tannonbaum and
good:bad 0 ,^/^
fair: unfair
.
strong ruoalc O.I4
? 4. Oogood (1957). Adjective pairs having "purest” evaluative strength
good: bad positive : negative
optimiGtic:possiniistic timely: untimely
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FIGURE 3 —ContinuGd
Stompol Study (1963): Collogs students' ratinss of instructionin hn<;5lish and political scionco 'based
on tirelve semantic differential scales
For the followin,-' adjective pairs the means differed signi-
ficantly: good:bad, fiar:unfair, intoresting:boring
Kane Study (1969): Subjects rated seventeen concepts related
directly to classroom activities in the
elementary schools
The following adjective pairs had loadings >
.30 in 29 or
more of the factor analyses
Note: The sale "strong; weak” qualified in 31 of 34 case
oven though it is regarded as loading highest on the po-
tency factor rather than txho evaluative factor.
appendix k
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REPORT TO SCHOOL SYSmi
"to "tho study ontitlGd A Study of Kcxil CoDnuuiCcition
_S_tratG^i9s and Rosponso Ch~,ractoristics Associated uith tho 0^
tainiryy of Evaluative Foodback fron oolectod Secondary School
Graduates
, an unpublished doctoral dissertation (University of
Kassachusetts, April, 1970)
Introduction
The dissertation referred to above describes an experimental
method for surveying recent graduates. Considerable amoxmts of data
were cross-tabulated in order to rolato methods with response and the
selected classifications of graduates with certain response patterns.
Considerable evaluative data was obtained as a corollary feature
of tho study. Selected examples of this evaluative data together with
suggestions for future surveys are presented in this report. This
information could bo quite helpful to the school system.
Evaluations
This report refers only to rating scale responses. Such responses
offer the advantage of objective measurement and explicit presentation.
However, graduates furnished a large quantity of TOitten comments.
These evaluations provide most interesting reading and should be edited
for staff referral id.thout violating the confidence of respondents.
The study used a survey instrument which tested three forms of
rating scalesj (l) four sets of semantic differential scales consisting
of evaluative adjective pairs, (2) eleven Likert—type scales relating
to specific features of tho ungraded program, and (3) eight alternate-
choice items relating to features of tho high school.
2Available in computer printouts is data from the throe rating
scales cross-tabulated with respondents classified by ser, residence,
father's occupational level, intelligence test scores, student acti-
vities participation, average phases as seniors and alumni classes.
Shown below are representative cross-tabulations together with brief
comments. These examples should suggest to staff members the kinds
Of evaluations which this type of survey can provide.
SEI^IANTIC DIPFSR31JTIAL SCALES
Concepts and Adlectivo Pairs *3 +2 +1 Q ^2 T.Tnfin
The Un
^
graded Properam
good: bad
Phase 3,0 52 21 17 14 6 6 7 +1.35
+1.51
Phase 4«0 29 34 19 19 4 2 1
Student Activ,—Low 26 14 10 14 2 3 4 +1.32Student Activ.
-High 40 34 23 11 3 2 2 +1.72
progressive : regressive)
Phase 3.0 58 22 14 15 2 3 9, +1.60Phase 4.0 48 31 19 8 3 0 0 +2.04
Student Activ,—Lovf 32 17 7 6 1 3 7 +1.50Student Activ.
-High 57 37 11 8 0
All respondents
1 2
combined
+2.16
+1.41
The Teaching
good:bad
Phase 3.0 38 45 21 8 8 1 1 +1.74
Phase 4.0 19 38 23 20 3 1 2 +1.37
Student Activ.
-Low 21 26 8 9 4 3 3 +lo40
Student Activ. -High 30 52 17 13 1 0 0 +1.86
interesting:boring
Phase 3.0 23 45 26 16 8 2 3 +1.27
Phase 4.0 12 33 36 13 6 5 2 +1.08
Student Activ,—Low 9 25 15 9 4 5 6 +0.82
Student Activ. -High 18 41 40 9 5 0 1 +1.47
All respondents combined +I.40
3SHMTIC DIFPEREIJTM SCALES Ccont.)'
Concepts and Ad.iectivo Pairs
-f3 +2
-fl p _i
The School Administration
—3 Moan
fair;unfair
Phase 3.0 47
Phase 4, 0 21
Student Activ.-Low 28
Student Activ. -High 28
strong; v:eak
Phase 3.0 23
Phase 4,0 9
Student Activ.-Lotr I4
Student Activ, -High 27
The Student Activities
progro ssive ; regressive
Phase 3.0 25
Phase 4,0 13
Student Activ.-Low 11
Student Sctiv.-High I8
good;had
Phase 3.0 35
Phase 4,0 22
Student Activ.—Low 22
Student Activ.-High 29
0
VO
24
18
7
12
4
8
1
4
2
0
+1.87
+1.44
22 9 6 1 4 4 +1.56
56 20 10 2 2 1 +1.74
39 25 20 9 4 5 +1.12
31 23 26 13 5 2 +0.76
19 13 11 4 5 7 +0.79
42 26 17 5 1 0 +1.56
All respondents combined +1.27
41 20 27 6 3 3 +1.25
29 26 23 8 4 2 +0.96
25 11 15 3 4 3 +1.03
40 26 25 5 2 1 +1.26
39 21 15 9 3 2 +1,46
41 15 16 5 4 2 +1.35
21 7 14 4 3 2 +1 . 35 ^
47 20 15 2 2 0 +1.68
All respondents combined +1,46
Comments
Accepting the claim that the semantic differential scales measure
degrees of "goodness" or "badness" of attitudes reflected, it seems that
the genera.1 attitude toward the high school is distinctly "good," How-
ever it might be well to consider attitudes according to classifications
of graduates. For example, gra,duates who were highly active in school
4affairs felt that the administration was less strong, that the teaching
was more interesting, and the ungraded program was more progressive than
did those graduates who participated the least in school activities.
Attitude differences were less distinct according to phase levels, al-
though Phase 4«0 graduates felt that the administration was signifi-
cantly less fair than did those who had hoen in Phase 3,0. A dif-
ference of four tenths of a point is regarded as significant at the
•O5 level,
ALTERIIATS CHOICE SCALE
How irall are the following serving the ^Ungraded Program?
Guidance Office We11^enough Needsimproving Well-enough Needs .imuroving
Phase 3»0 62 40 Stud,Act-Low 39 22
Phase 3.5 33 36 Stud.Act-rHigh 62 42
Phase 4»0 58 37
Student Privileges
Phase 3*0 66- 42 Stud, Act.-Low 44 22
Phase 3*5 32 42 Stud, Act, -High 39 72
Phase 4*0 31 74
Phase 4*5 9 23
Combined respondents—seven scales: I678—875
Comments
All items and responses considered, again it seems that the pre-
vailing attitude is that the school is doing a good job. Totals not
ehowTi above for all respondents by item suggest that there is some
concern among graduates that the guidance office, the student privi-
leges and, to a somewhat lesser degree, the administration need improving.
It is interesting to note the shift at the Phase 3*5 level in attitude
toward the guidance office, and from that levol upward in attitude
5toward the student privileges. Certainly the staff would want to
examine shifts in attitude according to alumni classes as recorded
in the study.
LIKERT-TYPE SCjILES
’’Compared with programs used
Ungraded Program offers
+3
an a much
excellent better
in most other high schools,
chance
. .
.
S’ a much
better similar less less
the
-3
little
for loarning
more.
"
Phase 3,0 32 38 26 14
Phase 4»0 28 40 30 6
St,Act,—Low 19 -23 19 3
St. Act,
-High
for knowing
other students
as persons,”
38 43 27 6
Phase 3,0 14 19 22 34
Phase 4*0 7 3 11 36
St, Act, -Low 12 13 19 23
St,Act, -High 10 6 15 39
5 2
2 1
7 5
5 2
17 4
31 11
16 7
35 9
Moan
0 +1.61
0 +1.50
0 +1.60
0 +1.80
3 +0.60
8 +0.36
6 +0.34
1 +0.01
Comments
Here it is interesting to note the sharp contrasts in attitudes that
rating scales can bring out. The semantic differential scales indicated
a strongly positive evaluation of the ungraded program. However, the
Likert—type scale reveals that while students can learn more academi-
cally they may be decidedly limited in their oppbrtunities to know how
to interact with different kinds of students, at least Phase 4*0 students
and those activo in school affairs may feel .that way.
6&uggostion3 for Futoo Follo-j-r-up Studios
1. Future surveys can be limited to a twenty-five percent random
sample of the subject population. Graduates to bo surveyed must have
had experience with any program they are asked to evaluate,
2. Each survey cover letter should be "personalized.” This means
that the addressee is referred to by his given name, preferably in its
most popular form. The greeting, the signature, and the brief sub-
script requesting the graduate *s cooperation should be ha-ndvrritten,
preferably by a mombor of the Evaluation Committee who has a personal
acquaintance with the graduate,
/
3. Future surveys can bo limited to throe mailings. However, a
I
double postal card might be sent before the survey starts to orient
the graduate to the objectives of the evaluation,
4« The cover letter can be kept brief. This will allow more
space for written comments. Since certain type of graduates prefer
to elaborate in their evaluations, the last page of the survey should
bo left blank in order to attract comments which are often valuable,
5* All rating scales should bo carefully taiblorod to the natters
being evaluated. They should be pre-testod.
6, Average phase levels and student activities indexes should be
calculated for each addressee,
7# The superintendent of schools could appoint an Evaluation
Committee representing a cross-section of the senior class, the staff,
and recent alumni, A staff member shall serve as administrative assist-
ant.
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